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Abstract

We consider a model in which an informed Sender (S) makes an announcement con-

cerning the quality of a project that an uninformed Receiver (R) can undertake or not.

We study the role that reference dependence and loss aversion may play in a¤ecting S�

communication strategy and we show that they may give rise to credible information

transmission. This happens because in our model inaccurate information has two e¤ects:

it leads R to choose the action S prefers in the short run, but it also generates unrealistic

expectations that, through their e¤ect on reference point�s formation, may induce R to

take actions that hurt S in the long run. On the contrary, credible information transmis-

sion is not possible if R is a standard expected utility maximizer (no reference dependence)

or if his loss aversion is either too high or too low.
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1 Introduction

Strategic information transmission has received considerable attention by the economic liter-

ature.1 In its simplest formulation, this literature focuses on settings in which an informed

Sender has some private information about the state of the world and tries to transmit it

to an uninformed Receiver who may condition his own behavior on the message received. In

standard settings, communication may a¤ect Receiver�s behavior insofar it modi�es his beliefs

concerning the state of the world. In this paper we show that the change in beliefs induced

by the Sender�s announcements may also modify the Receiver�s reference point and we use

this insight to prove that reference dependence and loss aversion may provide credibility to

the Sender�s announcements. This result is obtained in a model where the Receiver has to

decide whether to participate in a project whose probability of success is known only to the

Sender; in such a setting, if the Receiver were a standard expected utility maximizer, credible

communication would not be possible due to the con�ict of interests between the two parties.

To get an intuition, consider the following strategic interaction. S and R (respectively,

she and he) are two researchers who are deciding whether to start a coauthorship. The joint

e¤ort would generate one of two types of manuscripts: high-potential manuscripts have high

probability to appear in a highly ranked general-interest journal, while standard ones are

published in such journals only with lower probability.2 All manuscripts that do not appear

in a top general-interest journal (either because they are not submitted in the �rst place

or because they get rejected) are published in a �eld journal. Suppose the project belongs

to the �eld on which S is actively doing research, so that she knows the literature and she

can correctly assess the quality of the project. On the contrary, R is not an expert of this

particular �eld and is uncertain about the project�s quality, but his contribution is needed to

write the manuscript (for instance, he may have technical skills that S does not possess). The

di¤erences in research interests translate into di¤erent evaluations of journals: although both

researchers aim at a publication in a general interest journal, S also gets a positive utility

from a �eld journal one, while R does not. As a result, whereas S would like to undertake

both types of projects, R would like to participate only if the project has high likelihood of

appearing in a general interest journal. Further suppose that, conditional on having drafted

the manuscript, (i) R may learn the actual quality of the project (for instance, he may get

1Crawford and Sobel, 1982 analyze the benchmark case of "cheap" (that is, costless and not veri�able)
communication between an informed Sender and an uninformed Receiver. In particular, this paper focuses on a
static game with one round of communication, one Sender and one Receiver. This model has been subsequently
generalized in many directions (an incomplete review of this extensive literature on includes Aumann and Hart,
2003, Battaglini, 2002, Farrell and Gibbons, 1989, Green and Stokey, 2007, Krishna and Morgan, 2004). The
cheap talk benchmark has also been used to study players�communication about their intentions concerning
a subsequent strategic interaction (see, for instance Aumann, 1990, Baliga and Morris, 2002, Charness, 2000,
Farrell, 1988, 1995, Rabin, 1994). Departing from the assumption of "cheap talk", this literature also analyzes
communication costs (Kartik et al., 2007,.Kartik, 2009) or veri�ability of the announcements made (Dziuda,
2011, Ottaviani and Sorensen, 2006, Seidmann and Winter, 1997).

2These probabilities may capture some randomness in the drafting of the manuscript or in the refereeing
process that leads to publications.
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feedback during some conferences or receive detailed comments from other researchers), and

(ii) both researchers would agree that manuscripts should be submitted to a top general

interest journal only if the probability of publication is high.

Notice that both S and R would like to share the information that the project has high

probability of being published in a top journal, so that R could con�dently start working on it.

Nevertheless, under standard utilities, this piece of information cannot be transmitted. The

reason is as follows. S knows that if R learns the true quality of the project, he will insist on

a submission to a highly ranked general interest journal only if the probability of publication

is high. Thus, even if this probability is low, she will overstate its quality in the attempt to

induce R�s participation and secure, at least, a �eld-journal publication. Since R foresees this

happening, he will not trust S�message and he will prefer not to start the project. Therefore,

even high-potential projects will not be undertaken.

Now assume R has reference-dependent preferences; thus, his total utility depends not

only on the consumption utility we described before, but also on the comparison between this

utility and a reference utility : any positive (negative) deviation from the reference utility is

associated with a gain (loss). Furthermore, assume R is loss averse, namely he dislikes losses

more than he likes equal-size gains. Under these assumptions, if R started the coauthorship

believing that the project has high probability of being published in a top general interest

journal (for instance, because S said so), he may oppose to a submission to a �eld journal

even if he realizes that his initial expectations were wrong. Intuitively, reference dependence

and loss aversion may lead R to run after the slim probability of getting a top publication

in order to avoid the loss that he would experience otherwise. This type of behavior may, in

turn, provide S with the credibility she needs. Indeed, since lying can now lead to ine¢ cient

submissions to highly ranked journals, it is no longer costless from the Sender�s point of view

and she may prefer to tell the truth. As a result S may be able to induce R�s participation

on high-potential projects.

In this paper, we formalize this mechanism. In particular, we consider a model where the

Receiver exhibits reference dependence a là Köszegi and Rabin and has to decide whether

to join a project whose probability of success can be either low or high. This probability

is known to the Sender, but not to the Receiver who updates his beliefs upon listening to

Sender�s announcements. If the Receiver participates in the project, he may learn the actual

probability of success and has to decide whether to terminate the project getting a safe

payo¤ or to keep working on it getting a random payo¤. Following Koszegi and Rabin, 2006,

2007, 2009, we model the formation of reference points assuming that players have rational

expectations about the game�s play. In particular, we show that the Sender�s equilibrium

communication strategy can a¤ect R�s belief and can play a key-role in the formation of his

reference point. This mechanism may lead R to keep working on projects that have low

probability of success (in the previous example, R may insist to send the manuscript to a top

general interest journal). We want to stress that this behavior is neither irrational, nor based
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on a miscalculation of the actual probabilities of success. Indeed, once communication takes

place and reference points are determined, R simply maximizes his total utility, that is the

sum of consumption utility and gain/loss utility. Intuitively, if R initially trusted S and he

subsequently �nds out that she lied, he faces a trade-o¤: he can maximize his consumption

utility by terminating the project and accepting the loss associated with a negative deviation

from his reference utility or he can keep working on the project in the hope of decreasing

(or even preventing) losses. If R is su¢ ciently loss averse, he will prefer the latter strategy

even if he is fully aware that his action is suboptimal from the consumption utility point of

view. Since this type of behavior may hurt S (in our example, R�s stubbornness may lead to

a rejection from a general-interest journal and delay the publication of the manuscript), she

may prefer to tell the truth from the beginning.

The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of the Introduction reviews the relevant

literature. In section 2 we present our model, we review reference dependence and loss aversion

a là Köszegi and Rabin and we formalize the mechanism through which communication a¤ects

the formation of the reference point. Section 3 shows how reference dependence can lead

to credible information transmission. To convey the main intuition of the paper and to

highlight the linkage between reference point�s formation and credible communication, we

start imposing two simplifying assumptions: (i) some projects always succeed (in the previous

example, some manuscripts are published on top general-interest journals with probability 1)

and, (ii) upon initial participation, R always learns the project�s probability of success. Under

these assumptions, we show that S�announcement is credible and can a¤ect R�s behavior if

and only if R is su¢ ciently loss averse and the behavior induced by a lie is su¢ ciently harmful

for the Sender (in the previous example, if ine¢ cient submissions are costly enough). Then,

we relax the previous assumptions and show that our �ndings are robust, but new trade-o¤s

arise. Section 3.2 shows that if all projects fail with some probability and loss aversion is high,

R could prefer not to undertake the project even if it has high probability of success; this

happens because R tries to avoid the loss associated with a failure (which, although unlikely,

is still possible); as a result, S�announcement is credible and can a¤ect R�s behavior only if

loss aversion is neither too high, nor too low. Section 3.3 further shows that in a model where

R learns the true quality of the project only with some probability, truthtelling is possible

either through the channel we described before or if the probability of �nding out the project

quality is su¢ ciently low. Section 4 discusses some speci�c features of our model and what

would change if we modi�ed them. Section 5 concludes.

1.1 Related Literature

This paper is mostly related to two strands of the literature: the one on strategic information

transmission and the one on reference dependence; in what follows we provide an overview of

the most relevant papers.

Starting from Crawford and Sobel, 1982, the literature on strategic communication has
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looked for conditions under which information transmission is achievable.3 In line with this

literature, we analyze a model in which the con�ict of interests between S and R when the

project has low probability of success prevents credible information transmission. However,

we innovate on this literature assuming that R has reference-dependent preferences and we

show how S� announcement may a¤ect R�s reference point and, consequently, S� optimal

communication strategy.

Admittedly, credible communication can also be achieved through di¤erent channels. For

instance, if S and R interact repeatedly, S�short term gain from lying could be lower than

the cost induced by the loss in credibility that such a lie induces. In our model, S sends only

one message and credible communication does not require long-lasting punishment strategies.

Aumann and Hart, 2003 show that information transmission can be improved if we allow

multiple rounds of communication, while Goltsman et al., 2009 and Ivanov, 2010 show that

credible communication can be achieved introducing a mediator who weakens the link between

S�announcements and R�s response.4 In our model neither multiple rounds of communication,

nor the introduction of a mediator would improve S�ability to transmit information. Finally,

our model di¤ers from the standard literature on cheap talk insofar we assume that R can

detect S�lies during the game.5

The introduction of reference dependence and loss aversion in the economic literature

dates back at least to Kahneman and Tversky, 1979 and it has been formalized by Kahneman

and Tversky, 1991. Since then, reference dependence has been used in many papers leading

to a debate concerning the actual formation of the reference point. Whereas some authors

have taken a backward-looking approach assuming that the reference point is determined by

an agent�s status quo,6 other scholars have assumed that expectations about the future play

a key role in determining the utility an agent feels entitled to.7 In this paper we follow the

second approach and we show how communication may a¤ect the formation of the reference

point. In particular, using Köszegi and Rabin�s, 2006, 2007, 2009 approach, we close the

loop between reference point formation and optimal behavior through rational expectations:

reference points are determined by agents� (correct) equilibrium beliefs and the optimality

of a strategy is assessed taking into account its e¤ect on the formation of reference point.8

Furthermore, our solution concept adapts those proposed by Köszegi and Rabin 2007, 2009

3Farrell and Rabin, 1996 and Krishna and Morgan, 2008 provide an overview of the literature. See also the
references cited in footnote 1.

4The former paper deals with an unbiased mediator, while the latter allows for mediator�s own bias.
5For more details on this assumption see Section 3.3. The assumption of veri�able announcements is

analyzed in Dziuda, 2011, Ottaviani and Sorensen, 2006, Seidmann and Winter, 1997.
6See Kahneman et al., 1990, Kahneman and Tversky, 1991, Kahneman et al., 1991, Kahneman, 1992,

Sugden, 2003 and the references therein.
7See Lleras, 2012, Ok et al., 2012, Sarver, 2012, Shalev, 2000 and the references cited below. Gul, 1991

provides a theory of disappointment aversion in which a lottery is evaluated based on how negative and positive
outcome compare with its endogenously determined certainty equivalent.

8See Section 2.3 for further details.
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to study the implications of S�equilibrium communication strategy on R�s reference point.9

The relevance of opponents�behavior in the formation of reference points has been studied

both theoretically and experimentally by Gill and Prowse, 2012 and Gill and Stone, 2010,

who investigate torunament settings.

The link between communication and players� feelings, expectations and behavior has

been recently analyzed by various authors. Koszegi, 2006 studies a principal-agent model in

which the agent has some private information she would like to transmit to a principal who

experiences anticipatory utility.10 Di¤erently from our paper, Koszegi, 2006 allows for general

anticipatory utilities, but focuses on the case in which the material interests of the two parties

are perfectly aligned. By considering environments where players� interests are con�icting,

we focus on the mechanism through which reference dependence and loss aversion can lead

to credible information transmission.11 Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006, 2010, 2011 provide

theoretical and experimental evidence to show that communication may a¤ect agent�s partic-

ipation in risky projects. Although our model share some features with theirs, the behavioral

channel behind truthtelling is di¤erent. Whereas they look at the role of guilt aversion, we

focus on reference dependence and loss aversion. This di¤erence is not only semantic: our

approach can be labelled as "independent of opponents�intentions", insofar R does not need

to form beliefs on S� intentions; on the contrary, guilt aversion requires modelling players�

higher-order belief about opponents� intentions.12 Nevertheless, since we model a situation

in which R�s beliefs concerning his own future behavior a¤ects his preferences over �nal out-

comes, our paper belongs to the literature on psychological games, pioneered by Geanakoplos

et al., 1989 and extended to dynamic environments by Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2009.

Finally, some scholars have studied the implications of reference dependence and loss

aversion in contractual settings. Fehr et al., 2011 and Hart and Moore, 2008 show that loss

aversion can a¤ect the choice between formal and informal contracting. In their model infor-

mal contracts guarantee higher �exibility, but their vagueness can induce an overestimation

of future gains and, due to loss aversion, prevent agreements among the parties. de Meza

and Webb, 2007 study the e¤ect of loss aversion in a principal-agent model under di¤erent

assumptions concerning the formation of the reference point. In Carbajal and Ely, 2012, a

monopolist faces a continuum of loss averse consumers; in such a context, the authors show

that the monopolist can exploit reference dependence and loss aversion to extract surplus from

the consumers and they investigate how this possibility depends on the mechanism behind

9See also Koszegi, 2010. In particular, the "unexpected" events described in Koszegi and Rabin, 2007, 2009
correspond in our model to information sets in which R �nds out the S lied when he was not expecting her to
do so. Furthermore, in our model the probability of di¤erent states is a¤ected by S�announcements.
10On anticipatory utilities see Loewenstein, 1987, Loewenstein and Prelec, 1992. For an axiomatic treatment

see Caplin and Leahy, 2001, Epstein, 2008.
11For a similar insight in a political economics setting, see Grillo, 2012
12On guilt aversion, see also Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007 and Battigalli et al., 2013. For the very same

reason, our model di¤ers from Rabin, 1994 interactive reciprocity, which could also lead to truthtelling.
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reference point�s formation.13 In section 4.3, we relate to this literature by discussing how

enforceable monetary transfers could interact with loss aversion and help S establishing her

credibility and a¤ecting R�s behavior.

2 The Model

2.1 The Game

Two agents, S (the Sender) and R (the Receiver), are involved in a project, whose probability

of success can be either high, pH , or low, pL; with pL < pH . For simplicity, we refer to these

projects as to "high-potential projects" and "standard projects". S knows the true quality of

the project, but R does not and he assigns probability 1
2 to each type of project.

14 The timing

is as follows: before the game starts, S learns the project�s probability of success; we denote

with H the state in which the project is high-potential and with L the state in which it is

standard. Based on her information, S can send a message to R who has to decide whether

to join the project (action In) or to stay out (action Out). In the former case R pays a

participation fee equal to F and S gets an amount equal to G; in the latter case the game is

over and both agents get an outside payo¤ which we normalize to 0: If R plays In; he learns

the true quality of the project and decides whether to invest an additional amount c in the

project (action Stay) or to liquidate (action Liquidate) it ending the game without further

changes in payo¤s. If R plays Stay; the project succeeds (outcome s) or fails (outcome f)

with probabilities determined by its potential; if the project succeeds, R gets 1 and S gets

W > 0; if the project fails payo¤s are respectively 0 and L < 0:15 Players do not discount the

future and their initial utilities are normalized to 0. Figure 1 summarizes the structure of the

game. We will denote with Z the set of terminal nodes of the game.

R�s consumption utility depends both on the investment costs R incurs by participating

in the project and on its outcome. Following the literature on reference dependence, we

assume that R evaluates gains and losses in each of these two dimensions separately. This

type of mental accounting could also be interpreted as capturing di¤erences in the timing

of payo¤s: investments represent early payo¤s, while outcome-related payo¤s capture late

payo¤s.16 Although this mental accounting simpli�es the analysis, Section 4.2 shows that

under some additional condition on the representation of reference-dependent preferences the

main insight of the paper would hold even with a unique dimension in R�s utility.

13On the interaction between a monopolist and a mass of loss averse consumers, see also Rosato, 2012
14The insights of the paper would go through if we assumed that the ex-ante probability is q 2 (0; 1) and

1� q; but we would need to modify asssmption 1 accordingly.
15Alternatively, we could assume S gets a positive return rs (rf ) if the projects succeeds (fails) and incurs a

cost C if R chooses Stay: In this case, one could de�ne W = rs �C and L = rf �C and interpret a failure as
a situation in which the return on the project does not cover the cost C:
16Following this last interpretation, it would be reasonable to further distinguish between the initial fee F

and the subsequent additional cost c. None of the results depends on the presence of this additional dimension
in R�s payo¤.
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Figure 1: The Game

We make the following assumptions on payo¤s.

Assumption 1 (i) 0 < pL < c < pH ; (ii) F + c < pH ; (iii)
pH
2 < F + c

2 :

Assumption 2 G+ pHW + (1� pH)L > 0:

Assumption 1(i) states that, conditional on having played In, R would liquidate standard

projects and stay on high-potential ones.17 Assumptions 1(ii)-(iii) further imply that invest-

ment costs (F and c) are su¢ ciently low to guarantee R�s participation if he is certain that

the project is good (ii), but also su¢ ciently high to prevent his participation if he does not

have additional information on the project�s probability of success (iii).18 To put it di¤erently,

if S does not transmit any information, R will choose Out: Notice that playing Stay is both

costly and risky: with some probability R gets a positive payo¤, but with complementary

probability, he gets nothing and the additional cost c is wasted. Finally, observe that pL > 0 :

standard projects can still succeed with some probability. Assumption 2 simply states that S

wants induce R�s participation on high-quality projects.

Although stylized, the game represented in Figure 1 �ts several environments.

17 If either pL > c or c > pH ; R�s choice between Stay and Liquidate would not depend on the project�s
probability of success and, as a result, S�information would not a¤ect his participation in the project.
18 If we assume that the ex-ante probability is q instead of 1

2
; this last assumption should become:

(iii0) qpH < F + qc:
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Example 1 In the example we made in the introduction, F is the cost incurred by R in

writing the manuscript (think of it as the opportunity cost of the time spent thinking about

the problem, reading the relevant literature and writing the paper), while G is the net bene�t

S gets from a �eld journal publication (which is equal to 0 for R). Furthermore, c denotes

the di¤erential cost associated with a submission to a top general interest journal as opposed

to a �eld journal (for instance, it can represent a more demanding revision). For simplicity,

we can assume that this cost is constant for both researchers (this assumption can be easily

generalized). Then, assumption 1(i) implies that players are willing to incur the di¤erential

cost c only if the project has high probability of being published in a top general interest journal.

Example 2 A child (R) has to decide whether to start playing the piano or not. The mother
(S) may be better informed about the child�s talent and his actual probability of becoming a good

piano player (she may have talked with the music teacher or may be a music expert herself)

and she may encourage him to start the activity, possibly overstating his actual probability

of success. In this context, F represents an initial cost incurred by the child (e.g., giving up

another activity or overcoming his laziness) and c is the cost associated with a continuous

engagement in the activity (e.g., exercising several times per week, travelling to reach a better

teacher). The mother is happy if the child learns some type of music (for instance, she may

believe that music is an important component in her child education)); this bene�t is captured

by G: Furthermore, she experiences a positive (respectively, negative) utility ofW (respectively,

L) if the child becomes a good musician. W and L can be interpreted either as some type of

empathic relationship with the child or, respectively, as the return if the child succeeds (W )

and the cost incurred by supporting him (L).

Example 3 An entrepreneur (S) needs to raise money to �nance a project. An investor (R)
has the money, but is uncertain about the quality of the project, that is instead known to S. S

may try to convince R that the project is good, but R has no way to ex-ante verify S�statement.

In this case, F represents the amount required to �nance the project and c is an additional

monetary disbursement needed to run the project (or alternatively the cost of e¤ort exerted in

the project). G represents the bene�t that the entrepreneur gets from �nding an investor (e.g.,

the amount of money S can divert to her own account if R �nances the project or the gain she

gets from relaxing the liquidity constraint). Similarly, W (L) represents S�pro�t if the project

succeeds (fails). In particular, a negative value of L can capture some sort of bankruptcy cost

or simply a low return that does not cover the costs incurred by the entrepreneur.

2.2 Strategies and Beliefs.

LetM be a �nite set of messages. S�behavior can be described with a function s : fL;Hg !M

that speci�es a message for any possible information she may have. The set of mixed strategies

is denoted with � = �
�
MfL;Hg� : Pure strategies will be denoted with s; s0; s00, while mixed

strategies with �; �0; �00; we will abuse notation writing s 2 �:
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Since R is active both after S�initial announcement (when he has to choose between In or

Out) and after having played In (in which case he learns the actual quality of the project and

has to choose between Stay and Liquidate), his strategy can be represented by a behavioral

strategym 7�! � (m) = (e (m) ; xL (m) ; xH (m)) 2 [0; 1]3 ; where e (m) denotes the probability
with which he chooses In if he receives message m and xY (:) represents the probability

with which he chooses Stay if he receives message m; plays In and learns that the state

is Y (Y 2 fL;Hg). Obviously, R�s behavior depends on his beliefs concerning the project�s
probability of success. In particular, suppose R�s conjecture about the communication strategy

followed by S is represented by � 2 �; then if he receives message m; he will assign probability

� (m;�) =

8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

X
s:s(H)=m

�[s]X
Y 2fL;Hg

X
s:s(Y )=m

�[s]
if 9s : s (m) > 0

� 2 [0; 1] if 8s; s (m) = 0

(1)

to the project being high potential.

Obviously, � (m;H) = 1 and � (m;L) = 0; where � (m;Y ) is the probability R assigns to

the project being high potential, when he receives messagem and �nds that the state is Y (no-

tice that these beliefs do not depend conjecture �). We refer to f(� (m;�) ; � (m;H) ; � (m;L))gm2M
as to the belief system associated with conjecture �; since � (m;H) ; � (m;L) are trivially de-

�ned, we simply write f� (m;�)gm2M :

2.3 Reference-Dependent Preferences

This paper uses Köszegi and Rabin�s 2006, 2007, 2009 reference dependence model to capture

the idea that agents care not only about �nal outcomes, but also about the comparison

between these outcomes and an endogenously determined reference point. Let Z be a �nite

set of outcomes and consider a utility index u : Z ! R: We say that an agent has reference-
dependent utility if, for any pair of outcomes a; r 2 Z; his utility is given by:

v (a j r) = u (a) + � (u (a)� u (r)) ; (2)

where:

� (x) = � �max f0; xg+ ��min f0; xg 8x 2 R (3)

with � 2 (0; 1) ; and � > 1: Thus, the utility of an agent is represented by a function v (: j :) :
Z � Z ! R; where the �rst argument, a, is the actual outcome experienced by the agent
and the second argument, r, is the reference outcome. In particular, utility index u : Z ! R
represents the consumption utility, while � : R ! R captures the gain/loss utility : whenever
the utility associated with outcome a; u (a) ; exceeds (respectively, falls short of) the reference
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utility u (r), the agent experiences a gain (respectively, loss). In this setting � measures the

relative weight of the gain/loss utility compared to the consumption utility, while � > 1

captures loss aversion, namely the fact that R dislikes losses more than he likes equal-size

gains.

The utility function can be extended to random outcomes and random reference points as

follows: let ~a 2 �(Z) and ~r 2 �(Z) ; then:

v (~a j ~r) =
X
r2Z

X
a2Z

v (a j r) ~a [a] ~r [r]

Finally, suppose that the space of outcomes is multidimensional: Z = Z1 � Z2 � ::: � Zn;
z 2 Z is a n-dimensional vector (z1; z2; :::; zn) 2 Z. For each pair ~a; ~r 2 �(Z) ; total utility is
given by:

v (~a j ~r) =
X
r2Z

X
a2Z

 
nX
i=1

vi (ai j ri)
!
~a [a] ~r [r] ; (4)

where for every i = 1; 2; :::; n; vi (ai j ri) is de�ned as in (2). Note that (4) implies that R has
separable and additive utilities in the n dimensions.

Following, Köszegi and Rabin 2006, 2007, 2009 we endogenize the formation of the refer-

ence point through equilibrium analysis. To understand this point, consider a static decision

problem in which a decision maker has to choose an element from a �nite set D: Let � : D ! Z

be the outcome function. Thus, whenever the decision maker chooses d; she foresees that the

outcome will be � (d) and, consequently, � (d) becomes her reference point. In this context,

two de�nitions of optimality are possible: the �rst evaluates deviations without taking into

account their e¤ect on the reference point, while the latter accounts for the change in the

reference point induced by the deviation.19

In the model we are analyzing the �rst type of optimality can be interpreted as a con-

sistency requirement, while the second one is a criterion that selects the strategy with the

highest utility. To be more precise, suppose R�s conjecture concerning S� communication

strategy is � and consider strategy � (:) = (e (:) ; xL (:) ; xH (:)) : Then for every message m;

� (m;�) and � (m) induce a distribution over �nal outcomes; this distribution represents R�s

beliefs about the evolution of the game conditional on him following strategy �:We denote it

with ~�M (�;m;�) and we assume it constitutes his reference point. Thus, the reference point

can be regarded as a function of m (m 7�! ~�M (�;m;�)) and represented in the following

tables:
Terminal node: z Probability z is reached: ~�M (�; �; �) [z]
fL;Outg (1� � (�; �)) (1� e (�))
fL; In; Liquidateg (1� � (�; �)) e (�) (1� xL (�))
fL; In; Stay; Successg (1� � (�; �)) e (�)xL (�) pL
fL; In; Stay; Failureg (1� � (�; �)) e (�)xL (�) (1� pL)

19Conditions guaranteeing that optimality is well de�ned are provided in Koszegi, 2010.
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Terminal node: z Probability z is reached: ~�M (�; �; �) [z]
fH;Outg � (�; �) (1� e (�))
fH; In; Liquidateg � (�; �) e (�) (1� xH (�))
fH; In; Stay; Successg � (�; �) e (�)xH (�) pH
fH; In; Stay; Failureg � (�; �) e (�)xH (�) (1� pH)

(we do not specify the message sent by S in the description of �nal outcomes because it does

not a¤ect R�s consumption utility). Obviously each ~�M (�;m;�) also induces a distribution

over consumption utilities in each dimension:

~u
�
~�M (�; �; �)

�
=
�
~u1

�
~�M (�; �; �)

�
; ~u2

�
~�M (�; �; �)

��
;

where:

~u1

�
~�M (�; �; �)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

e (�) (� (�; ~s)xH (�) pH + (1� � (�;�))xL (�) pL) if w = 1

1� e (�) (� (�;�)xH (�) pH + (1� � (�;�))xL (�) pL) if w = 0

0 otherwise

and

~u2(~�M (�; �; �))[w] =

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

1� e(�) if w = 0

e(�) (�(�;�)(1� xH(�)) + (1� �(�;�))(1� xL(�))) if w = �F

�(�;�)e(�)xH(�) + (1� �(�;�))e(�)xL(�) if w = �F � c

0 otherwise

:

It is important to point out that xL (�) ; xH (�) are not always relevant in determining the
reference point; for instance, if e (m) = 0 R�s reference point depends neither on xL (m) nor

on xH (m) ; similarly, if � (m;�) = 1 (respectively, � (m;�) = 0); the reference point depends

only on xH (m) (respectively, xL (m)).

Strategy � also induces a distribution over �nal outcomes after that R �nds out that the

state is Y 2 fL;Hg.20 For any Y 2 fL;Hg ; this distribution is denoted with ~�� (�;Y ) and
20Given our assumption about belief updating, this distribution does not depend on the message sent by S.
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can be represented as follows:

Terminal node: z Prob. z is reached: ~�� (�;Y ) [z]

fY; In; Stay; Successg xY (�) pY
fY; In; Stay; Failureg xY (�) (1� pY )
fY; In; Liquidateg 1� xY (�)
other terminal nodes 0

Obviously such a distribution depends neither on e (�) nor on xY 0 (�) with Y 0 6= Y . It is

immediate to see that ~�� (�; y) induces a distribution over �nal utilities given by:

~u
�
~�� (�;Y )

�
=
�
~u1

�
~�� (�;Y )

�
; ~u2

�
~�� (�;Y )

��
; Y 2 fL;Hg

where

~u1

�
~�� (�; y)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

xY (m) py if w = 1

1� xY (m) py if w = 0

0 otherwise

and

~u2

�
~�� (�; y)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

xY (m) if w = �F � c

1� xY (m) if w = �F

0 otherwise

For any two �nite lotteries over real number, ~u and ~�; let:

E~u =
X
x2R

~u [x] � x

and:

� (~u� ~�) =
X
x2R

X
y2R

� (~u [y] y � ~� [x]x) :

We are now ready to de�ne R�s total utility function. If R receives message m; decides

to follow strategy �; his reference point is based on strategy �0 and he believes S is following

communication strategy �; his total utility will be given by:

v
�
~�M (�;m;�) j ~�M

�
�0;m;�

��
= E~u

�
~�M (�;m;�)

�
+�
�
~u
�
~�M (�;m;�)

�
� ~u

�
~�M
�
�0;m;�

���
;

Similarly, R�s total utility when he �nds out that the state is Y 2 fL;Hg; decides to follow
strategy � and his reference point is based on strategy �0; message m and conjecture � is given
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by:

v
�
~�� (�;Y ) j ~�M

�
�0;m;�

��
= E~u

�
~�� (�;Y )

�
+ �

�
~u
�
~�� (�;Y )

�
� ~u

�
~�M
�
�0;m;�

���
:

Notice that in this latter case the reference point is still the one established after announcement

m 2 M: This assumption captures the idea that S�announcement has some lasting e¤ect on
the formation of the reference point. See section 4.5 for further details on this.

Now suppose R�s reference point is determined based on strategy �0: In equilibrium, we

impose the following consistency requirement: if the reference point is given by ~�M
�
�0;m;�

�
,

R must be willing to follow the behavior prescribed by �0 at every information set he may

encounter. Strategies that satisfy this requirement are called reference-point-consistent strate-

gies.

De�nition 1 Fix a set of messages M: �0 (�) = (e0 (�) ; x0L (�) ; x0H (�)) is a reference-point-
consistent strategy given � at message m 2M if for every � (�) :
(i) v

�
~�M
�
�0;m;�

�
j ~�M

�
�0;m;�

��
� v

�
~�M (�;m;�) j ~�M

�
�0;m;�

��
;

(ii) v
�
~��
�
�0;Y

�
j ~�M

�
�0;m;�

��
� v

�
~�� (�;Y ) j ~��

�
�0;m;�

��
8Y 2 fL;Hg :

A strategy � is reference-point-consistent given � if it is reference-point-consistent given � at

every message m 2M:

Thus, reference-point consistency evaluates deviations without taking into account the

e¤ect of these deviations on the reference point. However, De�nition 1 does not rule out

the existence of multiple reference-point-consistent strategies associated with di¤erent total

utilities. The following de�nition selects among them:21

De�nition 2 Fix a set of messages M: �� is a preferred personal strategy (PPS) given � if:
(i) �� is a reference-point-consistent given � and, (ii) for any other reference-point-consistent

strategy given �; �; we have that for every message m 2M :

v
�
~�M (�

�;m;�) j ~�M (��;m;�)
�
� v

�
~�M (�;m;�) j ~�M (�;m;�)

�
: (5)

Thus, the de�nition of a preferred personal strategy implies R will select one of the dy-

namic consistent strategies that maximize ex-ante utility after every message m: This de�n-

ition deserves some additional comments. First of all, given the de�nition of reference-point

consistency, a su¢ cient condition for the existence of a preferred personal strategy is the

existence of �nitely many reference-point-consistent strategies for every message m; in our

model, this is indeed the case. Also notice that the de�nition of PPS evaluates the opti-

mality of a strategy only at the ex-ante stage; however, this should not be interpreted as a

failure of some generalized version of subgame perfection: condition (ii) in the de�nition of

21On preferred personal equilibria, see Koszegi, 2010 and Koszegi and Rabin, 2006, 2007, 2009.
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reference-point consistency already imposes this type of perfection. Instead, adding a similar

requirement in the de�nition of PPS would rule out strategies based on a comparison between

continuation utilities that never actually arises. Finally, although the de�nition of PPS seems

to suggest that the choice of the reference point is a conscious act, we could also interpret

it as the result of some unconscious process.22 Furthermore, the assumption that R selects

the optimal strategy can be relaxed; for instance, we could assume R randomizes among all

reference-point-consistent strategies and none of the qualitative results would be a¤ected.

We assume that the Sender has standard expected utility based on utility indexes g (z)

associated with terminal nodes. A discussion of what would happen if S had reference-

dependent preferences is provided in Section 4.4. Let ~�S (m;�;Y ) denote the distribution

over �nal outcomes induced by message m; when R follows strategy � and the state is Y:

Then S�expected utility when the state is Y; she sends message m and R follows strategy �

can be written as:

g (m;�;Y ) =
X
z2Z

~�S (m;�;Y ) [z] � g (z)

We will analyze the model using the following equilibrium de�nition:

De�nition 3 Fix a set of message M: A triple (��; ��; ��) 2 � � [0; 1]3 � [0; 1]M is an

equilibrium if:

(i) �� is R�s preferred personal strategy given ��;

(ii) if �� [s] > 0; then for every state Y 2 fL;Hg and every message m 2M; g (s (Y ) ; ��;Y ) �
g (m;��;Y );

(iii) for every m; �� (m) = � (m;��) :

This paper focuses on two classes of equilibria: those in which S� announcement does

not a¤ect R�s behavior and those in which S�fully reveals her information and her message

modi�es R�s behavior. The formal de�nition of these classes is as follows:

De�nition 4 Fix a set of messages M: Then:
- (��; ��; ��) is a message-independent equilibrium if for every m 2M; e� (m) = 0:
- (��; ��; ��) is a fully informative and message-dependent equilibrium if it is an equilibrium,

there exists a message m such that e� (m) > 0 and

fm : 9s; �� (s) > 0; s (H) = mg \ fm : 9s; �� (s) > 0; s (L) = mg = ;;

Section 4.1 shows that the assumption of full information transmission is without loss

of generality and the only relevant distinction is between message-dependent and message-

independent equilibria. We conclude this section pointing out that if R does not have

reference-dependent preferences (� = 0), our equilibrium de�nition coincides with standard

ones.
22On this point, see the discussion in Brunnermeier and Parker, 2005
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Remark 1 If � = 0; (��; ��; ��) is an equilibrium if and only if it is a sequential equilibrium.

3 Reference Dependence and Credible Communication

3.1 Risk-free High-Potential Projects

In standard models of communication, S�message may a¤ect R�s behavior and his consump-

tion utility, E~u
�
~�M (�;m;�)

�
; by changing the probability weight that R assigns to high-

potential projects, � (m;�), and, consequently, to the terminal nodes. Although in our model

this channel is still active, a new one arises: message m may a¤ect the formation of the ref-

erence point and, as a result, the gain/loss utility �
�
~u
�
~�M (�;m;�)

�
� ~u

�
~�M (�;m;�)

��
:

This additional channel plays a key role in our analysis and will enable S to transmit her infor-

mation truthfully. To highlight the mechanism through which S�credibility can be attained,

we make the following assumption that we will relax in Section 3.2.

Assumption 3 High quality projects always succeed: pH = 1.

We begin our analysis characterizing the equilibria under the assumption that R does not

have reference-dependent preferences (� = 0).

Proposition 1 Let � = 0: If assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, then all equilibria are message-

independent and R�s preferred personal strategy is such that for every message m 2 M;

(e (m) ; xL (m) ; xH (m)) = (0; 0; 1).

Proof. Assumption 1(i) implies that in any equilibrium, conditional on having played In, R
would choose Liquidate if the project has low probability of success and Stay if such proba-

bility is high. Formally, for every m 2 M; xL (m) = 0 and xH (m) = 1: Thus, if R plays

In after message m; S gets W + G > 0 if the state is H and W > 0 if the state is L. Con-

sider communication strategy s (L) = s (H) = m0 and, for any message m 2 Mn fm0g ; set
� (m; s) = 1

2 and � (m) = (0; 0; 1) : It is easy to verify that this is an equilibrium. Pick any

other equilibrium and denote with �� and �� the players� strategies in such an equilibrium.

By the previous argument for every m 2M; x�L (m) = 0 and x�H (m) = 1 Let

M� (��) = fm 2M : 9s 2 �; 9Y 2 fL;Hg ; �� [s] > 0; s (Y ) = mg ;

M� (��) is the set of messages that arise with positive probability when S follows strategy

��: Take �m 2 argmaxm2M�(�) e
� (m). If e� ( �m) > 0; then for every m 2 M and Y 2

fL;Hg ; g (m;��;Y ) > 0; indeed S can always send �m regardless of her actual information

and get e� ( �m)
�
G+ W

2

�
in state H and e� ( �m)G in state L. Furthermore, e� ( �m) > 0 and

assumption 1(iii) implies � ( �m;��) > 1
2 : Thus,

X
s:s(H)= �m

�� [s] >
X

s:s(L)= �m

�� [s] : Then, we

can �nd another message m 2 M� (��) such that
X

s:s(H)=m

�� [s] <
X

s:s(L)=m

�� [s] ; so that
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� (m;��) < 1
2 :Assumption 1(iii) implies e (m) = 0; and consequently g (m;��;Y ) = 0: This

establishes a contradiction. We conclude that in equilibrium e (m) = 0 for every m 2M:

Thus, without reference dependence S cannot credibly state that the project has high

probability of success and this prevents R�s participation. Such an ine¢ ciency is due to a

two-sided lack of commitment power: on the one hand, S cannot commit to reveal her private

information truthfully; on the other hand, R cannot commit to punish S if she deviates from

truthtelling. To put it di¤erently, since S does not incur any cost from lying (either directly

because he values honesty or indirectly through an endogenous punishment carried out by

R), she will always have an incentive to claim that the project is a high-potential one. This,

in turn, destroys her credibility and leads R to choose Out independently of the message

received.

Now, suppose that R has reference-dependent preferences and is loss averse; then, his

utility is represented by function v (: j :) : In the remaining of this section we will show that
a message-dependent equilibrium may arise. In such an equilibrium S truthfully reveals her

private information and R believes her behaving accordingly. Assume, without loss of gener-

ality, that the set of messages is given by M = fL;Hg;23 message m = L (H) is interpreted

as "the project has low (high) probability of success". Denote the fully informative strategy

with sT ; thus, sT (L) = L and sT (H) = H:

To prove the existence of a fully informative equilibrium, we proceed in two steps: �rst,

we compute R�s preferred personal strategy given sT ; �T (�) : Then, we verify that sT is indeed
optimal given �T (�) :

Proposition 2 Let � > 0: If assumptions 1 and 3 hold, then R�s preferred personal strategy
given sT is eT (L) = 0; eT (H) = 1;

xTL (m) =

8><>:
0 if m = L

�L (�) if m = H

; xTH (m) =

8><>:
�H (�) if m = L

1 if m = H

where

�L (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if � < c(1+�)�pL
�pL

x 2 [0; 1] if � = c(1+�)�pL
�pL

1 if � > c(1+�)�pL
�pL

; �H (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if � > 1+��c
�c

x 2 [0; 1] if � = 1+��c
�c

1 if � < 1+��c
�c

Proof. Throughout this proof, we omit to specify the dependence of variables on sT :
Let m = H: Since � (H) = 1; xL (H) does not a¤ect the formation of the reference point.

23 In particular, we can assume that R interprets any other message m =2 fL;Hg as if S sent message L:
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Denote with �� a strategy whose continuation strategy after message message m = H is given

by (1; �L (�) ; 1) : If R were planning to follow this strategy, his reference utility after message

m = H would be given by:

~u1

�
~�M (�

�;H)
�
[w] =

8><>:
1 if w = �F � c

0 otherwise

; ~u2

�
~�M (�

�;H)
�
[w] =

8><>:
1 if w = 1

0 otherwise

It is easy to verify that v
�
~�M (�

�;H) j ~�M (��;H)
�
= 1�F �c: Notice that keeping the refer-

ence utility �xed, any strategy that prescribes e (H) = q < 1 would lead at most to a total utility

equal to q (1� F � c)�(1� q) ��+(1� q) (F + c) which is lower than
�
~�M (�

�;H) j ~�M (��;H)
�

by assumption 1(ii). Furthermore, under this reference utility, xL (H) = �L (�) and xH (H) =

1 maximizes total continuation utility after In.24 We conclude that �� is reference-point-

consistent at m = H given sT : We now show that preferred personal strategies must prescribe

�� (H) after message H: To see why, notice that a strategy that prescribes e (H) = 0 would

lead a utility equal to 0 < 1 � F � c: Therefore a preferred personal strategy must prescribe
e (H) > 0: Suppose e (H) > 0 and xH (H) < 1: In this case, R�s utility would be equal to:

�F + �ce (H)xH (H)� ��e (H)xH (H)� ��c (1� e (H))

which is negative by assumption 1(i). Thus, whenever a preferred personal strategy prescribes

participation with positive probability, it must also prescribes xH (H) = 1: Thus, the only

possibility e (H) 2 (0; 1) and xH (H) = 1: Under this strategy, R�s total utility would be equal
to 0 � e (H) (��� � (F + c)), which is negative by assumption 1(ii). We conclude that a

preferred personal strategy must prescribe continuation strategy (1; �L (�) ; 1) after message

m = H:

Now, let m = L: Since � (L) = 0; xH (L) does not a¤ect the formation of the reference

point. Let �� be a strategy whose continuation strategy after message m = L is given by

�� (L) = (0; 0; �H (�)) : If R were planning to follow this strategy, his reference utility after

message m = L would be given by:

~u1

�
~�M (�

�;L)
�
[w] =

8><>:
1 if w = 0

0 otherwise

; ~u2

�
~�M (�

�;L)
�
[w] =

8><>:
1 if w = 0

0 otherwise

Furthermore, v
�
~�M (�

�;L) j ~�M (��;L)
�
= 0: Given this reference utility any strategy that

24xH (H) = 1 follows from assumption 1(i). xL (H) = �L (�) follows since under this reference utility, R�s
continuation utility from playing Stay is given by 1 � F � c � �� (1� pL) ; while his utility from playing
Liquidate is given by �F + �c� ��:
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continuation strategy (q; xL (L) ; xH (L)) after message m = L would induce a total utility

equal to:

qxL (L) pL � qF � qxL (L) c+ �qxL (L) pL � ��qF � ��qxL (L) c: (6)

Assumption 1(i) implies that (6) is negative for every q 2 (0; 1] : In addition, under this

reference utility, one can verify that xL (L) = 0 and xH (L) = �H (�) maximize continuation

utility after In.25 Thus �� is reference-point consistent at m = L given sT : Now, consider

any strategy prescribing (ê (L) ; x̂L (L) ; x̂H (L)) after message m = L: If ê (L) = 0, we have

already characterized the unique reference-point consistent strategy. Let ê (L) = 1: In this

case, expected total utility would be given by:

x̂L (L) pL � F � x̂L (L) c� � (�� 1) x̂L (L) (1� x̂L (L)) c� � (�� 1) pLx̂L (L) (1� pLx̂L (L))

which is lower than 0 by assumption 1(i). Thus, even if this strategy were reference-point-

consistent, it would not be a preferred personal strategy. Suppose, instead, ê (L) 2 (0; 1) : In
this case, R must be indi¤erent between playing In or playing Out after message m = L:

Thus, the following equality must hold:

x̂L (L)
�
pL � c+ ��ê (L) x̂L (L) p2L + �pL (1� ê (L) x̂L (L) pL)� �� (1� ê (L) x̂L (L)) c

�
=

= F + �� (1� ê (L))F + �x̂L (L) ê (L) x̂L (L) c+ �ê (L)F

If x̂L (L) = 0; the previous condition becomes �F � �� (1� ê (L))F = �ê (L)F; which cannot
be satis�ed. If x̂L (L) 2 (0; 1) ; reference-point consistency would further require:

pL�c+��ê (L) x̂L (L) p2L+�pL (1� ê (L)xL (L) pL)��� (1� ê (L)xL (L)) c = �ê (L) x̂L (L) c:

Thus, the indi¤erence condition between In and Out would imply:

F + �� (1� ê (L))F + �ê (L)F = 0

which cannot be satis�ed. Finally, if x̂L (L) = 1 R�s total utility from entering would be equal

to:

pL � F � c+ �pL (1� ê (L) pL)� �� (1� pL) ê (L) pL � �� (1� ê (L)) (F + c) < 0

where the inequality follows from assumption 1(ii) and � > 1: Thus a preferred personal strat-

egy cannot prescribe ê (L) 2 (0; 1) and x̂L (L) = 1 after message m = L:

We conclude that the (unique) preferred personal strategy �� is the one described in the state-

25xL (L) = 0 follows immediately from assumption 1(i). xH (L) = �H (�) comes from comparing R�s total
utility if he play Stay after �nding out that the project has high probability of success, 1�F�c���F+����c,
with the total utility associated with Liquidate; �F � ��F:
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ment of the proposition.

An immediate corollary of proposition 2 is that the reference point associated with the

unique preferred personal strategy given sT would be a certain success after message m = H

and no participation after message m = L: Furthermore, the dependence of the reference

point on m, implies that R�s choice between Stay and Liquidate depends on (i) the coe¢ cient

of loss aversion, and (ii) the message sent by S. This feature is particularly relevant after

message m = H; the next corollary focuses on this case.

Remark 2 Under the assumption of proposition 2, there exists a threshold level �� (pL; c; �) =
c(1+�)
pL�

� 1
� such that R�s preferred personal strategy given s

T prescribes e (H) = 1 and xi (H) =

1 for every i 2 fL;Hg if and only if � � �� (pL; c; �) :

Thus if the coe¢ cient of loss aversion is su¢ ciently high, R�s preferred personal strategy

at m = H given sT would require him to play In and to keep working on the project even

if he �nds out that it has low probability of success. This happens even though, as far as

consumption utility is concerned, R would be better o¤ liquidating the project. The intuition

behind this result is as follows. In a truthtelling equilibrium, if S sends message m = H; R

gets acquainted with the idea of getting a large �nal payo¤ incurring all the relevant costs.

Therefore, if he liquidates the project, he incurs a loss associated with a payo¤ lower than

expected, while if he plays Stay, he can still attain his reference utility (this happens with

probability pL or pH). To put it di¤erently, if R �nds out that S claimed that the project is

high-potential even though it is not, he would face a trade-o¤: he could take the action that

maximizes his consumption utility but yields losses (Liquidate), or he could try to reduce

his loss, by playing an action that is suboptimal from the consumption utility point of view

(Stay). Obviously, R�s actual behavior depends on the relative importance of loss aversion:

as remark 2 points out, Stay will be chosen whenever � is su¢ ciently high.

Notice that R�s decision to play Stay even when the probability of success is pL is due

to a change in R�s preferences induced by S�message and by R�s own optimizing behavior.

Indeed, R�s choice between Liquidate and Stay can be described as the choice between two

lotteries on R2: Liquidate is equivalent to choosing a lottery that delivers (�F � c; 0) with
probability 1, while Stay is equivalent to a lottery that delivers (�F � c; 1) with probability
pY and (�F � c; 0) with probability (1� pY ) ; Y 2 fL;Hg. Since pL < c, an agent immune
from reference dependence who has separable and additive preferences over the two dimen-

sions, would choose Liquidate. However, if we introduce reference dependence, S�message

could induce reference utility (�F � c; 1) ; if this happens, negative deviations in the second
dimension would be evaluated with weight ��; while positive deviation in the �rst dimen-

sion would have weight � < ��: Therefore, as we increase �; Stay becomes more and more

appealing and will eventually be chosen over Stay; this will happen exactly when � exceed

�� (pL; c; �) :
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Intuitively, the worse in terms of consumption utility action Stay is, the higher the thresh-

old level for loss aversion, �� (pL; c; �) ; will be. The following remark makes this statement

precise.

Remark 3 �� (pL; c; �) is increasing in c and decreasing in pL and �:

Summarizing, if R believes that S is being sincere, loss aversion may induce him to react

to a lie by choosing Stay even if he knows that the project has low probability of success.

This may have important implications for S�optimal communication strategy.

Proposition 3 Let � > 0: If assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, then a a fully informative and

message-dependent equilibrium exists if and only if � � �� (p; c; �) and L < �G+pLW
1�pL .

Proof. Suppose � � �� (p; c; �) ; L < �G+pLW
1�pL : We will construct a fully-revealing and

message-dependent equilibrium. If R thinks S is following strategy sT ; R�s behavior is described

by Proposition 2. Then, if the project is high-potential, S would get a utility equal to W +G by

sending message m = H and equal to 0 by sending message m = L: Obviously, she will send

the former message. If, instead, the project is standard, S would get a utility equal to 0 by

sending message m = L and equal to pLG+(1� pL)L+W if m = H (in this last case, we are

breaking indi¤erence assuming that �L (�
� (p; c; �)) = 1). Since L < �G+pLW

1�pL ; S will prefer

to send message m = L: Thus a fully-revealing and message-dependent equilibrium exists.

Suppose that a fully-revealing and message-dependent equilibrium exists. Then S is following

communication strategy sT and proposition 2 characterizes R�s preferred personal strategy

given sT . Since this equilibrium is fully revealing, S must reveal her private information in

state L; and this requires xL (H) (pLW + (1� pL)L) + G � 0: The previous inequality can

be satis�ed only if L < �G+pLW
1�pL and � � �� (p; c; �) (recall that G > 0 and that proposition

2, implies that R�s preferred personal strategy given sT prescribes xL (H) > 0 only if � �
�� (p; c; �)).

Thus, thanks to reference dependence and loss aversion a fully-revealing and message-

dependent equilibrium may exist even though this is not the case under standard utilities.

In particular, two conditions must be satis�ed: (i) R must be su¢ ciently loss averse (� �
�� (pL; c; �)) and (ii) failures must be su¢ ciently harmful for the Sender (L < �G+pLW

1�pL ).

Intuitively, reference dependence and loss aversion enable R to overcome his commitment

problem: thanks to the change in preferences induced by S� initial announcement, R will

prefer choosing Stay even if the probability of success is low. Since this behavior is costly for

S, R behaves as if he were punishing S for her lie and this establishes the credibility of S�

announcements. However, R is not actually following any punishment motive: his behavior

comes from total utility maximization and such utility depends neither on S�utility nor on

her intentions.

Proposition 3 states that a message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium may

indeed exists; however this equilibrium is not unique. In particular, a message-independent
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equilibrium is always possible. This is typical of any communication game: if R ignores S�

message, then a strategy in which all messages are sent with a state-independent probability

would be optimal for S; this communication strategy, in turn, would justify R�s decision to

ignore the messages. To be more precise, let M = fL;Hg ; and assume S randomizes with
equal probability between two constant strategies: sL (�) � L and sH (�) � H: Denote this

strategy with �U . Obviously, �
�
m;�U

�
= 1

2 for every m 2 fL;Hg : The following proposition
holds.

Proposition 4 Let � > 0: If assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold, then there exists a message-

independent equilibrium
�
�U ; �U ; �U

�
such that:

- �U
�
sH
�
= �U

�
sL
�
= 1

2 ;

- �U (�) =
�
eU (�) ; xL (�) ; xH (�)

�
; where eU (m) = 0; xUL (m) = 0 and xUH (m) = �H (�) for

every m 2 fL;Hg ;26

- �
�
m;�U

�
= 1

2 for every m 2 fL;Hg :
Proof. See Appendix 6.1.

The equilibrium described in proposition 4 is not the only message-independent equilib-

rium. Any mixed strategy � for which
P
s:s(H)=m � [s] =

P
s:s(L)=m � [s] for every message

m would lead to a similar result. Furthermore, we could also construct equilibria in which

S� announcements contain some information about the state (that is, equilibria in which

M = fL;Hg and � (H;�) > 1
2 and � (L;�) <

1
2), but not enough information to induce R

to play In (so that e (m) = 0 for every message m). All these equilibria lead to the same

(message-independent) outcome, namely R choosing Out:

3.2 Risky High-Potential Projects

Assumption 3 implies that high-potential projects are risk-free; as a consequence, when R

participates in these projects, he can perfectly foresee his �nal payo¤ and losses will never

arise.27 Suppose instead that pH 2 (pL; 1) : Under this assumption, even if � (m;�) = 1; any
strategy prescribing e (m) = 1 and xH (m) > 0 would expose R to potential losses, while

playing e (m) = 0 would lead to a certain and loss-free payo¤. Thus, if loss aversion is high,

R�s preferred personal strategy may prescribe Out even when he is certain that the project

has high probability of success.

Our formal analysis starts by noticing that if � = 0; all equilibria are message-independent;

moreover, for any value of � 2 (0; 1) and � > 1, a message-independent equilibrium always

exists. These results can be proved following steps similar to those used in propositions 1 and

4. In this Section, we focus on message-dependent equilibria and our characterization is as

in section 3.1: �rst, we assume that S follows communication strategy sT and we derive R�s

26�H (�) has been de�ned in proposition 2.
27Of course losses woud still arise if R joins the project thinking that the probability of success is pH , while

the actual probability is only pL:
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preferred personal strategy given sT ; m 7�! �T (m) ; where �T (�) =
�
eT (�) ; xTL (�) ; xTH (�)

�
:

Then, taking �T as given, we show that S has an incentive to follow strategy sT :

Before beginning our analysis, we de�ne the following thresholds for � :

� (pH ; pL; c; �) = 1 +
(c� pL) (1 + �)

pHpL�

�� (pH ; F; c; �) = max

�
1 +

pH � F � c
pH (1� pH) �

;
pH (1 + �)

(F + c) �
� 1

�

�
Our analysis will clarify that � (pH ; pL; c; �) represents a minimum level of loss aversion: if

� is above this threshold and R played In thinking that the project has high probability of

success, he will choose Stay even if he �nds out that the probability of success is only pL:

On the contrary, if � exceeds �� (pH ; F; c; �), R will play Out even if he is certain that the

probability of success is pH .

The following proposition characterizes R�s preferred personal strategy given sT :

Proposition 5 Let � > 0: If assumption 1 hold, then the preferred personal strategy given sT

is given by:

�T (L) =
�
0; 0; �LH (�)

�
;

�T (H) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
if � 2

�
1; �� (pH ; F; c; �)

�
b 2

��
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
[
�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�	
if � = �� (pH ; F; c; �)

�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�
if � > �� (pH ; F; c; �)

;

where

�LH (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if � > pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

x 2 [0; 1] if � = pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

1 if � < pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

�HL (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1 if � > � (pH ; pL; c; �)

x 2 [0; 1] if � = � (pH ; pL; c; �)

0 if � < � (pH ; pL; c; �)

; �HH (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if � > pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

x 2 [0; 1] if � = pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

1 if � < pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

Proof. See Appendix 6.2.

Before describing the equilibrium in more details, we need to comment on the case � =
�� (pH ; c1; c2; �) : In this case, there is a reference-point consistent strategy that prescribes to
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play In after message H and another reference-point consistent strategy that prescribes to

play Out after message H: Furthermore, both these strategy induce the same continuation

utility after message H: Usually, we would simply assume that R can randomize between

these two continuation strategies with any probability; however, with reference dependence

the timing of such a randomization matters: if the outcome of the randomizing device is

realized before S sends her message, it would not a¤ect the formation of the reference point

(which takes place when R receives S�message). On the contrary, if the randomization happens

after S�announcement, the randomness introduced by the mixed strategy would enter in the

formation of the reference point and would complicate the analysis. Proposition 5 overcomes

this problem by assuming that R does not mix between these two continuation strategies.

Notice that R�s preferred personal strategy given sT may prescribe to play Out after

message m even if � (m;�) = 1 and assumption 1(ii) implies that consumption utility is

maximized by strategy (1; �; 1) : This happens because R is loss averse and high-potential

projects are no longer risk-free. Indeed, since these projects may fail with some positive

probability, R�s participation may result in losses that a loss-averse agent would prefer to

avoid. Obviously, the relevance of this loss increases with the coe¢ cient of loss aversion and if

� exceeds �� (pH ; F; c; �), R will prefer to choose Out even when he is certain that the project

has high probability of success.

In addition to the e¤ect we just described, loss aversion also has the same e¤ect we

described in section 3.1: if R joins the project thinking that the probability of success is high

and he �nds out that this is not the case, loss aversion may induce him to play Stay even if

this is suboptimal from the consumption-utility point of view. This happens if the coe¢ cient

of loss aversion is greater or equal to � (pH ; pL; c; �). Notice that, � (1; pL; c; �) = �� (pL; c; �)

and if pH < 1; then � (pH ; pL; c; �) > �� (pL; c; �) : Intuitively, if pH < 1, R knows that high-

potential projects can fail with positive probability; as a consequence, an unexpected early

liquidation of the project is less harmful (in terms of gain/loss utility) than in section 3.1 and

R is less willing to trade-o¤ consumption utility against a potential decrease in losses.

To sum up, proposition 5 implies that R�s preferred personal strategy given sT prescribes

(1; 1; 1) after message H if and only if the coe¢ cient of loss aversion is neither too high

nor too low: � 2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
. The next corollary characterizes the set of

parameters for which this range is non-empty.

Corollary 1 Let � > 0: If assumption 1 holds, � (pH ; pL; c; �) � � (pH ; F; c; �) if and only

if c � �c (pL; pH ; F; �) ; where �c (pL; pH ; F; �) > pL: Furthermore, the preferred personal strat-

egy given sT prescribes (e (H) ; xL (H) ; xH (H)) = (1; 1; 1) at m = H if and only if � 2�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
:

Proof. See Appendix 6.3.
Having characterized R�s preferred personal strategy given sT ; we are ready to provide

conditions for the existence of a message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium.
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Proposition 6 Let � > 0: If assumptions 1 and 2 hold, then a message-dependent and fully

informative equilibrium exists if and only if c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) ; � 2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
and L < �G+pLW

1�pL :

Proof. See Appendix 6.4.

Thus, if we allow high-potential projects to fail with some probability, a message-dependent

and fully informative equilibrium still exists, but only under some additional conditions.

Whereas proposition 3 requires (i) a su¢ ciently high degree of loss aversion, and (ii) S to be

su¢ ciently hurt by projects�failure, proposition 6 introduces two additional conditions: (iii)

an upper bound on the degree of loss aversion and (iv) an upper bound on the cost associ-

ated with the action Stay: In particular, if � > � (pH ; F; c; �) ; a fully informative equilibrium

exists, but it is not message-dependent; in this case, S�inability to a¤ect R�s behavior does

not come from the lack in commitment power we described before, but from R�s reluctance

to undertake projects that could result in losses. Thus, a message-dependent and fully in-

formative equilibrium requires � 2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
; which, in turn, requires

c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) :

The following remark summarizes some comparative static results on � (pH ; pL; c; �) ;

� (pH ; F; c; �) and �c (pL; pH ; F; �) :

Remark 4 (i) � (pH ; pL; c; �) is increasing in c, decreasing in �; pH and pL: Furthermore

� (1; pL; c; �) = �
� (pL; c; �).

(ii) �� (pH ; c; F; �) is increasing in pH ; decreasing in c; F and �. Furthermore �� (pH ; F; c; �)!
1 as pH ! 1:

(iii) �c (pL; pH ; F; �) is increasing in pL: Furthermore, if pH = 1; then �c (pL; pH ; F; �) = 1� F
and assumption 1 implies c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) for every c.

To get the intuition behind these results, notice that an increase in pH has two e¤ects:

(i) high-potential projects succeed more often making R more willing to undertake them

(�� (pH ; c; F; �) increases), (ii) if R�s preferred personal strategy prescribes to play In after

message H; R�s reference point will put a higher weight on outcome s and loss aversion will

make him less inclined to choose Liquidate after �nding that the actual probability of success

is only pL (� (pH ; pL; c; �) decreases).

Instead, if pL increases, �� (pH ; c; F; �) stays constant and � (pH ; pL; c; �) decreases. The

�rst result follows immediately from the fact that �� (pH ; c; F; �) depends only on R�s behavior

when the project is high-potential. On the other hand, an increase in pL makes the decision to

play Stay when the project is standard more pro�table and this lowers the level of loss aversion

necessary to induce such a behavior. The latter mechanism also explains why � (pH ; pL; c; �)

is increasing in c: However, an increase in c also reduces R�s willingness to undertake high-

potential projects (�� (pH ; c; F; �) decreases).
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� = 0:5; F = 0:5;

pL = 0:1; pH = 0:9:

� = 0:5; F = 0:5;

pL = 0:1; pH = 0:95:

� = 0:3; F = 0:5;

pL = 0:1; pH = 0:9:

� = 0:5; F = 0:5;

pL = 0:15; pH = 0:9:

Figure 2: pairs (c; �) for which a message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium exists

Figure 2 highlights the pairs (c; �) for which a message-dependent and fully revealing

equilibrium exists.28 The increasing linear function, � (pH ; pL; c; �) ; and the decreasing one,
�� (pH ; F; c; �) ; intersect at �c (pL; pH ; F; �): in line with remark 4, the range of loss aversion

coe¢ cients for which a message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium exists shrinks as

c increases and becomes empty if c > �c (pL; pH ; F; �) :

3.3 Imperfect Learning of the Project�s Quality

The previous results are derived under the assumption that R learns the actual probability of

success of the project upon participating in it.

Assume that this is not the case, that is suppose that R learns this probability only with

some probability q 2 [0; 1] : Formally if R plays In he receives a signal ! 2 fL; �;Hg according
28 In the fourth graph, the blank region comes from assumption 1(i): c > pL:
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to the following conditional distribution: for every Y 2 fL;Hg

Pr f! = w j Y g =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

q if w = Y

1� q if w = �

0 if x = Y 0; Y 0 6= Y

(7)

Thus, the signal reveals the actual quality of the project with probability q; with complemen-

tary probability, R receives an uninformative message that leaves his beliefs unchanged. For

simplicity, suppose assumption 3 holds.29 This game is represented in Figure 3.

Imperfect learning about the project�s quality helps supporting a fully informative equi-

librium: if R believes S is following a truthful communication strategy, he will believe S�

announcement unless he receives a signal that contradicts her. Thus, if S sends message

m = H when the project is low quality and q is low, she may hurt herself: with probability

(1�q) R will not learn the truth and will choose to Stay thinking that the project will succeed
with probability 1. Since this behavior may hurt S, she will prefer to announce the truth from

the beginning.

To formalize this discussion, we need to introduce some additional notation. R�s strategy

is now a pro�le:

� (�) = (e (�) ; xL (�) ; x� (�) ; xH (�)) :M ! [0; 1]4

where x! (m) represents the probability with which R plans to choose Stay if S sends message

m; he plays In and he receives signal ! 2 fL; �;Hg (e (�) has the same interpretation as
before). In line with our previous notation, � (m;!;�) is the probability that R assigns to

project being high-quality if he believes that S is following communication strategy � and if he

has received messagem and signal !: Thus, recalling that sT denotes a truthful communication

strategy, it is immediate to verify that

�
�
m; sT

�
=

8><>:
1 if m = H

0 if m = L

and �
�
m;!; sT

�
=

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1 if ! = H

1 if m = H and ! = �

0 otherwise

:

The following proposition characterizes message-dependent and fully informative equilib-

ria. As usual, message-independent equilibria also exists, but we will not characterize them.30

29All results could be generalized to the case pH 2 (0; 1) :
30Such characterization can be provided following the same steps we used in Proposition 4.
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Figure 3: Imperfect Learning of the

Project�s Quality.

Proposition 7 Let � > 0: If assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold and the signaling technology is

given by (7), a message-dependent and fully-revealing equilibrium exists if and only if either

� � �� (pL; c; �) and L < �G+pLW
1�pL or L < �

�
G

(1�q)(1�pL) +
pLW
(1�pL)

�
(or both).

Proof. Suppose either � > �� (pL; c; �) and L < �G+pLW
1�pL or L < �

�
G

(1�q)(1�pL) +
pLW
(1�pL)

�
: If

R believes S is following communication strategy sT , �
�
H; sT

�
= 1, �

�
L; sT

�
= 0; �

�
L; �; sT

�
=

�
�
L;L; sT

�
= 0; �

�
H;�; sT

�
= �

�
H;H; sT

�
= 1: Thus, one can adapt the proof of proposition

2 to show that the preferred personal strategy of R given sT prescribes: e (H) = 1; e (L) = 0;

xH (H) = x� (H) = 1; xL (H) = �L (�), xL (L) = x� (L) = 0; xH (L) = �H (�), where �L (�)

and �H (�) are de�ned in proposition 2. In particular, the only new step in the proof is to

show that, upon receiving message Y; R�s preferred personal strategy given sT prescribes the

same behavior after signal ! = Y and ! = � (Y 2 fL;Hg). This follows from the fact that

after both signals R�s belief about the quality of the project is the same and loss aversion makes

playing mixed strategies suboptimal.

Now, consider the communication strategy of player S; obviously, if the project has high prob-

ability of success, she prefers to tell the truth (in this way, she can get W + G instead of

0). Suppose instead that the probability of success is pL: Then, R�s preferred personal strategy

given sT implies that if she tells the truth, she gets 0; while if she lies, she can get:

G+ (pLW + (1� pL)L)

if � � �� (pL; c; �) and
G+ (1� q) (pLW + (1� pL)L)

if � < �� (pL; c; �) :31 Our assumptions imply that in both cases, S�utility would be negative.

31Once more, we break indi¤erences by assuming that, whenever indi¤erent, R plays Stay instead of
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Thus, she will prefer telling the truth.

Suppose that a message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium exists. R�s preferred

personal strategy would be the one we described above. Obviously, S will always tell the truth

if the project has high probability of success. If the project has low probability of success, S

will tell the truth only if:

0 � G+ q � �L (�) � (pLW + (1� pL)L) + (1� q) � (pLW + (1� pL)L)

Thus either L < �
�

G
(1�q)(1�pL) +

pLW
(1�pL)

�
or � � �� (pL; c; �) (so that �L (�) > 0) and

L < �
�
G+pLW
(1�pL)

�
(or both).

As a special case of the previous proposition, notice that if q = 0; a message-dependent

and fully-revealing equilibrium exist if and only if L < �G+pLW
1�pL and loss aversion does not

play any role. Intuitively, if lies cannot be detected, R may play Stay when the project has low

probability of success simply because he holds incorrect beliefs (induced by S�announcements).

In this case, truthtelling will be possible if and only if failures are su¢ ciently harmful for the

Sender. On the other hand, as q ! 1; G
(1�q)(1�pL) ! 1 and we are back to the case we

characterized in proposition 3. Finally, if q 2 (0; 1) ; a message-dependent and fully revealing
equilibrium exists if and only if failures are su¢ ciently harmful and either R is su¢ ciently

loss averse or he learns the true probability of success with su¢ ciently low probability.

Proposition 7 states that credible information transmission is achieved because a lie may

induce R to keep exerting e¤ort (action Stay) on projects that are unlikely to succeed. How-

ever the mechanism through which this behavior is achieved depends on whether � is above

or below �� (pL; c; �). If � < �� (pL; c; �) ; R plays Stay because he holds the erroneous belief

(induced by S�announcements) that the project has high probability of success. Instead, if

� > �� (pL; c; �) R plays Stay even if he is fully aware that this action is suboptimal from the

consumption utility point of view. Thus, whereas in the former case R�s behavior is deter-

mined by incorrect beliefs, in the latter one it is due to a change in reference point and to R�s

desire to avoid losses. As a result, there is a sense in which a truthful equilibrium based on

loss aversion is more robust. Indeed, if R�s decision to play Stay is due to incorrect beliefs, S

would have an incentive to send additional messages after that R played In in order to change

such beliefs. Since at this decision node players�interests are aligned, these messages would

be credible and, by eliminating the cost of lying, they would destroy the message-dependent

and fully revealing equilibrium. Thus, unless S can commit not to send additional messages

after R played In, a message-dependent and fully revealing equilibrium will fail to exist. This

does not happen with loss aversion; in this case, R�s behavior is determined by a change in

preferences induced by the change in reference point and additional messages could not bypass

this mechanism.

Liquidate after message m = H:
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4 Extensions and Discussion of the Results

4.1 Message Dependence and Full Information Transmission

Propositions 3 and 6 characterize equilibria in which (i) the message sent by the Sender

a¤ects the Receiver�s behavior, and (ii) the Sender fully reveals her private information. In

this section, we show that the second requirement is without loss of generality; to put it

di¤erently, if a message-dependent equilibrium exists, this equilibrium can be assumed to

entail full information transmission.

To understand this point, consider a message-dependent equilibrium and let � and � (�) =
(e (�) ; xL (�) ; xH (�)) be the equilibrium strategies played by S and R. Then, we can �nd a

message m1 such that e (m1) > 0: Let m� = argmaxm2M e (m) ; reference-point consistency

and assumption 1(ii) implies m� 2 argmaxm2M � (m;�) ; � (m�;�) > 1
2 and xH (m

�) = 1:32

By assumption 2, this implies that we can assume without loss of generality that � (s) > 0

implies s (H) = m�:33 As a result, for any m 6= m�; � (m;�) = 0 and e (m) = 0 (this last

implication follows from reference point consistency and assumption 1). Since � (m�;�) > 1
2 ;

S must send some message m 6= m� in state L with positive probability and her utility

must be equal to 0: Thus, without loss of generality, we can conclude that � (s) > 0 implies

s (L) = m�� 6= m�:

4.2 Reference Point and Mental Accounting

In the paper we assumed R is subject to mental accounting and evaluates payo¤s as if they

belonged to one of two di¤erent categories: early and late payo¤s. As a consequence, gains

and losses are evaluated separately for each of these two dimensions.

Although mental accounting is a rather standard assumption in the literature on reference

dependence, this section shows that our results do not hinge on it. In particular, if we remove

the assumption of piecewise linearity of function � (�), namely the function capturing gain/loss
utility, the insight of the paper would go through even if R did not distinguish among di¤erent

payo¤�s dimensions. To show this, we consider the case in which pH = 1 and R perfectly learns

the project�s actual probability of success upon playing In:

Since � (�) is given by (3), it satis�es the following properties:34

P1 regularity: � (0) = 0 and � (�) is continuous and twice di¤erentiable for x 6= 0;

P2 strict monotonicity: � (�) is strictly increasing;

P3 loss aversion for large stakes: for any x; y 2 R such that x > y � 0; � (x) + � (�x) <
� (y) + (�y) ;

32These results can be proved following the same steps used in Propositions 3 and 6.
33Obviously, S can also send other messages, but all of them would lead R to play In with probability e (m�) :

In this respect, all these messages can be considered to be the same.
34These properties are taken from Koszegi and Rabin, 2006, 2007, 2009.
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P4 loss aversion for small stakes: limx!0 �0(�jxj)
limx!0 �0(jxj) = � > 1;

P5 constant sensitivity: �00 (x) = 0 for any x 2 R;

Let P5 be replaced with the following property:

P5� diminishing sensitivity: �00 (x) < 0 if x > 0 and �00 (x) > 0 if x < 0:

P5� states that the marginal importance of gain/loss utility decreases as the distance

between the actual utility and the reference utility increases. Assume R evaluates payo¤s

as if they belonged to a unique dimension. The next proposition shows that if � (�) satis�es
properties P1-P4 and property P5�, we can provide conditions under which R�s preferred

personal strategy given sT prescribes to play Stay even after �nding out that the project�s

probability of success is pL.

Proposition 8 Let � (�) satisfy properties P1-P4 and P5�. If assumptions 1 and 3 hold, then
R�s preferred personal strategy prescribes eT (L) = 0; eT (H) = 1 and xTH (H) = 1 and

35

xTL (H) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1 if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) > � (�1 + c)

v 2 [0; 1] if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) = � (�1 + c)

0 if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) < � (�1 + c)

:

Proof. See Appendix 6.5.

Thus, if pL � c + (1� pL)� (�1) > � (�1 + c) ; the preferred personal strategy given sT

will have R playing Stay after message m = H even if he discovers that the project has small

probability of success. Then, we can replicate the proof of proposition 3 and conclude that a

message-dependent and fully informative equilibrium exists if and only if:

L < �G+ pLW
1� pL

and:

pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) > � (�1 + c) : (8)

It is immediate to see that (8) can be rewritten as:Z �1+c

�1
�0 (x) dx < pL � c� pL

�Z 0

�1
�0 (x) dx

�
35The characterization of xTL (L) and x

T
H (L) is provided in the proof of the proposition.
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If P5 holds (for instance because � (�) is given by (3)), (8) would require pL > c contradicting
assumption 1. Therefore, the existence of a message-dependent and fully informative equi-

librium requires the relevance of the gain/loss utility to be su¢ ciently higher in the interval

(�1 + c; 0) than in the interval (�1;�1 + c) :

4.3 Credibility and Monetary Transfers

In section 3 we assume that non-binding announcements are the only tool S can use to transmit

her private information to R. However, in some environments these announcements can be

backed by enforceable monetary promises. This section studies how this tool can complement

loss aversion and help S a¤ecting R�s behavior.

Suppose pH < 1 and consider the game in section 3.2. Assume that at the initial node

S can not only send a message m, but that he can also promise a monetary transfer to R if

certain contingencies occur. To facilitate the comparison with the previous section we assume

that monetary promises can be veri�ed and enforced at no cost by a third party (for instance,

a judge or a mediator) and that S does not incur any direct cost in writing these enforceable

clauses. Monetary transfers can be represented as functions � : C ! R+; where C represents
a set of veri�able contingencies, namely a partition of the set of histories representing the

information sets that the third party can verify. We will assume that monetary transfers

enter additively in players�utility and that R accounts them in the late payo¤ dimension.36

In our model these monetary transfers may serve two purposes. On the one hand, if S

knows that the project is high-potential, she can use transfers to establish her credibility by

promising to transfers money after contingencies that are more likely if the project has a

low probability of success; we will refer to this objective as to the credibility motive. On the

other hand, S can use transfers to insure R against possible losses overcoming in this way his

loss aversion and inducing him to play In even though, absent any monetary disbursement,

he would have played Out; we refer to this as to the participation motive. To simplify the

discussion, we assume that the participation motive is relevant only when the project is high-

potential. Formally, this can be done assuming that if the project has low-probability of

success S does not want to transfer money to R in order to achieve his participation in the

project, that is G < F and L < �G+pLW
1�pL :37

Under these assumptions, we can reinterpret the analysis in section 3.2 as follows. If

monetary transfers are not allowed, the credibility motive can be achieved if and only if � �
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; while the participation motive can be attained if and only if � � � (pH ; F; c; �) :
As a consequence, if c � �c (pL; pH ; F; �) and � 2

�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
; both these

motives can be achieved without transfers. Therefore, we will focus on the case in which

36This last assumption can be easily generalized.
37 If pH = 1; the participation motive is not relevant and credibility can be gained for free by the sender by

promising to transfer money if the the outcome fails (a contingencies that never arises if the actual probability
of success is equal to pH)
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c � �c (pL; pH ; F; �) ; but � =2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
: Two cases are possible.

If � > � (pH ; F; c; �) ; the credibility motive can be achieved using non-binding announce-

ments, while the participation one cannot. To �x this problem, S can promise money if the

project fails, helping him to overcome his loss aversion. It is not hard to see that the amount

S has to promise R is equal to 0 when � = � (pH ; F; c; �) and is linearly increasing in �:38

Since S�payo¤ is bounded, there exists a value of loss aversion, say �+; above which achieving

R�s participation is too costly and S prefers not to do that.

Suppose instead that � < � (pH ; pL; c; �) : In this case, S must use monetary transfers

to establish her credibility, but once she has done that, R�s participation will come for free.

Obviously, if the actual probability of success is veri�able, credibility can be attained by

promising to pay R if the probability of success is di¤erent from what S announced at the

beginning of the game. Thus, we will focus on the more interesting case in which probabilities

pH and pL are not veri�able. In this case, credibility can be established either by promising

to pay R if he decides to play Liquidate or by promising him money if he plays Stay and the

project fails.39 However, the �rst type of promises could establish S�credibility only if she

can credibly commit to get negative utility (recall we are assuming G < F ). On the other

hand, since pH < 1; the second type of promises are costly for the Sender; in particular, the

monetary promises needed in this case would be equal to 0 if � = � (pH ; pL; c; �) and would

be linearly decreasing in � for values of � lower than � (pH ; pL; c; �) :40 As a result, we can

�nd a threshold, �� (possibly lower than 1), below which attaining credibility would be too

costly and the Sender prefers not to do that.

To summarize, the interaction between loss aversion, participation motive and credibility

motive could lead to a non-monotonic relation between loss aversion (measured by coe¢ cient

�) and the amount of monetary transfers S has to promise in order to induce R�s participation

in high-quality projects; in particular, this amount is positive (and possibly decreasing) in the

interval
�
��; � (pH ; pL; c; �)

�
; equal to 0 in the interval

�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
and

positive and increasing in � if � 2
�
� (pH ; F; c; �) ; �

+
�
and pH < 1:

4.4 Sender with Reference Dependent Preferences

Throughout the paper, we assume that R is the only agent who exhibits reference-dependent

preferences. If we want to introduce reference dependence and loss aversion in S�preferences,

it is natural to assume that her reference point is determined before she sends the message,

that is when she knows the true quality of the project and can use strategic reasoning to

conjecture how the game will be played. In our model, S�loss aversion would discourage her

38The constant marginal increase is a consequence of our assumption about the linear strcuture of the
gain/loss utility.
39 Indeed, conditional on R playing In; both these contingencies are more likely to happen when the project

has low probability of success.
40Linearity holds for the same reason as before, but the absolute value of the slope would be di¤erent than

the one for the case � > � (pH ; F; c; �) :
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to take actions that could result in losses. Therefore, we can distinguish between two cases

depending on whether assumption 3 holds or not.

If pH = 1; in equilibrium, losses arises only if R plays Stay even when the probability of

success is low.41 Replicating the analysis of section 3.1, we can conclude that propositions 2

and 3 still hold and S�reference dependence does not a¤ect the main insight of the paper.

Instead, if pH < 1; Sender�s loss aversion may be relevant. To see why, let �i and �i be the

parameters describing i�s total utility (i 2 fS,Rg). Proposition 5 still holds and implies that
if �R 2

�
� (pH ; pL; c; �R) ;

�� (pH ; F; c; �R)
�
; S could induce participation by sending message

m = H: However, this message exposes S to some potential losses and her total utility would

be given by:

W + pHG+ (1� pH)L� pH (1� pH) �S (�S � 1) (G� L)

Therefore, one can show that the existence of a message-dependent and fully revealing equi-

librium requires:

�S � 1 +
W + pHG+ (1� pH)L
pH (1� pH) �S (G� L)

If �S is above this threshold, the only equilibrium will be message-independent; intuitively,

if S is su¢ ciently loss averse, she will prefer not to expose herself to potential losses even

when she knows that the project is likely to succeed. As a result, she will prefer sending

uninformative messages and this will induce R to play Out:

4.5 Reference Point�s Formation and Updating

This paper assumes that R�s reference point is determined once and for all upon listening to

the Sender�s announcement. This assumption has important implications for our analysis.

On the one hand, the thought process through which R�s reference point is established

takes place when he has to choose between In and Out and not before S made her announce-

ment. This simpli�es the analysis and is also sensible: since in a rational expectation approach

a là Köszegi and Rabin the formation of the reference point requires R to conjecture how the

game will evolve, it seems plausible to assume that R will undergo this mental process only

when he has to make his initial choice.

On the other hand, our assumption concerning the timing of the reference point�s formation

also implies that R will not adjust the reference point after �nding out the true quality of

the project. Although this approach maximizes the in�uence of S�messages on R�s reference

point, our results do not crucially hinge on it: as long as S� initial announcement plays

a su¢ ciently important and irreversible role in the formation of R�s reference point, our

qualitative �ndings would still hold. For instance, we could assume that the reference point is

determined according to the following process: after S� announcement the reference point

41 In principle, S�reference dependence could also matter if R�s preferred personal strategy prescribed ran-
domization at some decision node. However, since the analysis of sections 3.1 and 3.2 still holds, this will never
be the case.
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is determined as in section 2.3, but upon learning the actual probability of success, the

probability that the reference point assigns to each outcome is equal to a weighted average

between the old reference point and a new distribution based on an optimizing behavior given

all available information.42 As long as the weight put on the old reference point is positive and

su¢ ciently large, reference dependence could still induce S�truthtelling through a mechanism

similar to the one described in Section 3.

4.6 Reference Dependence and Truthtelling

Section 3 shows that reference dependence and loss aversion may play an important role in

the transmission of information; the reason is that S�announcement can modify R�s reference

point and, through this channel, his long run behavior. In particular, reference dependence

gives saliency to the payo¤ that would arise on (what R believes is) the equilibrium path; if

R is surprised by unexpected events (such as, those arising after a lie when R was trusting

S), loss aversion may lead him to deviate from the consumption-utility-maximizing behavior.

In our model, this change in R�s long-run behavior helps aligning his interests with S�ones

and enables information transmission in an environment in which this would not be otherwise

possible.

Thus, a natural question arises: can reference dependence and loss aversion prevent in-

formation transmission instead of facilitating it? The answer to this question is a¢ rmative

as long as the change in reference point induced by S�announcement modi�es R�s long run

behavior and introduces a con�ict of interests between R and S that was previously absent.

For instance, consider a model similar to the one we have analyzed in which there are three

types of projects: those that fail for sure as soon as R participates in it (low-quality projects),

those that succeed with probability p < 1 (medium-quality projects) and those that succeed

with probability 1 (high-quality projects).43 Assume that high- and low-quality projects have

ex-ante probability 1�"
2 ; while medium-quality projects have probability " 2 (0; 1) ; �nally

suppose that L is negative and large in absolute value and that the Sender knows whether a

project is low quality or not, but cannot distinguish between medium- and high-quality ones.

Under standard utility, if " is small, R will play In whenever he is su¢ ciently certain that

the project is not low-quality. Since the failure of low-quality projects is harmful for both

players, S will reveal her information truthfully and R will trust her. Now, suppose that R

has reference-dependent preferences and is loss averse; then the news that the project is not

low-quality together with the assumption that " is small give saliency to the outcomes that

occur when the project is high-quality and this may induce R to play Stay even when the

project is medium quality and p is relatively small.44 Since this type of behavior may hurt S

42Obviously, in this case the de�nition of reference-point consistency and preferrerd personal strategies should
be adapted to take into account this updating.
43Thus, if R plays In when the project is low-quality, he does not have to choose between Liquidate and

Stay; while for the other two types of projects this decision node is present.
44The intuition behind this phenomenon is similar to the one we gave in Section 3.
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(L is negative and large in absolute value), she may prefer not to reveal her information and

to give up the possibility of inducing participation even when she knows that the project is

not low-quality.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we considered a model of communication in which the receiver has reference-

dependent preferences and is loss averse. Under these assumptions, the announcement made

by the sender can a¤ect the receiver�s reference point and, consequently, his optimal behavior.

Using this insight, we showed that reference dependence and loss aversion can help the sender

establishing credible information transmission and a¤ecting receiver�s behavior.

In particular, we consider a model in which the receiver has to decide whether to undertake

a project whose probability of success is initially known only to the sender. Although under

standard utility the con�ict of interest between the two parties destroys the credibility of the

sender and prevents her from a¤ecting receiver�s behavior with her announcements, reference

dependence and loss aversion in receiver�s preferences may overcome this problem. This

happens if the coe¢ cient of loss aversion does not take extreme values: it must be su¢ ciently

high to a¤ect the receiver�s behavior, but it should not be too high because otherwise the

receiver would never undertake risky projects.

The simple structure of the game we analyzed in this paper should allow for an experimen-

tal design to test whether credible communication could a¤ect the behavior of the receiver

through the change in his reference point, and whether this mechanism could help establishing

credible information transmission.

More in general, a growing literature investigates the importance of psychological phenom-

ena in the analysis of strategic interactions.45 In our opinion, communication games represent

a natural benchmark to study the extent to which an agent can a¤ect his opponents�psychol-

ogy, emotional status or expectations. Therefore, a better understanding of the link between

communication and behavioral biases is highly desirable both from the theoretical and the

experimental point of view.

6 Appendix

6.1 Proof of Proposition 4

If R behaves as described in the proposition, �U is optimal for S and the beliefs are the ones

described in the statement of the proposition. Thus, we only need to show that �U is the

preferred personal strategy given �U :

45See section 1.1 for a partial overview of this literature.
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In this message-independent equilibrium, R does not modify his beliefs concerning the state

of nature. Therefore, R assigns probability 1
2 to each type of project after any messagem 2M:

Since the message does not modify R�s belief, we will not specify it in our characterization and

we will assume that the continuation strategy after message m is the same for any message m.

Therefore, the continuation strategy after message m associated with R�s preferred personal

strategy will be denoted with � = (e; xL; xH) : If R follows this strategy, his reference utility

would be:

~u
�
~�M
�
�;�U

��
=
�
~u1

�
~�M
�
�;�U

��
; ~u2

�
~�M
�
�;�U

���
where:

~u1

�
~�M
�
�;�U

��
[w] =

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

1� e if w = 0

e
2 � (2� xH � xL) if w = �F

e
2 � (xH + xL) if w = �F � c

0 otherwise

(9)

in the �rst dimension and

~u2

�
~�M
�
�;�U

��
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

�
e�xH
2 + e�xL�pL

2

�
if w = 1

1�
�
e�xH
2 + e�xL�pL

2

�
if x = 0

0 otherwise

(10)

in the second dimension.

Let �U = (0; xL; xH) ; xL; xH 2 [0; 1] :46 In this case �
�
~�M
�
�U ;�U

�
j ~�M

�
�U ;�U

��
= 0:

Consider a deviation �0 = (e0; x0L; x
0
H) with e

0 > 0: Keeping the reference point �xed at
~�M
�
�U ;�U

�
; R�s total utility would be given by:

e0 �
��

x0L � pL + x0H
2

�
(1 + �)� F (1 + ��)� c

�
x0L + x

0
H

2

�
(1 + ��)

�
< 0

where the inequality follows from assumptions 1(i) and (iii). Thus, it is immediate to check

that �U is a reference-point consistent strategy if and only if xL = 0 and xH = �H (�) : We

conclude that �U = (0; 0; �H (�)) is the unique reference-point consistent strategy given �
U

prescribing e = 0:

Now, we will show that any other reference-point consistent strategy leads to a total utility

lower than 0: First, consider continuation strategies where � = (1; xL; xH) : It is immediate to

see that if xL = xH = 0; this cannot be part of a preferred personal strategy since since the

46Given that e = 0; xL and xH do not a¤ect the formation of the reference point.
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utility associated with this strategy is �F < 0: Furthermore, if the continuation strategies

prescribes e = 1; reference-point consistency requires xH = 1 whenever xL > 0: To see this,

observe that reference-point consistency and xL > 0 require:

pL � c� ��
�
2� xH � xL

2

�
c� ��

�
xH + xLpL

2

�
(1� pL)+

+ �

�
2� xH � xLpL

2

�
pL � �

�
xH + xL

2

�
c� ��

�
xH + xLpL

2

�
;

which implies:

1� c� ��
�
2� xH � xL

2

�
c+

�
2� xH � pLxL

2

�
� > �

�
xH + xL

2

�
c� ��

�
xH + xLpL

2

�
and, consequently, xH = 1. Let � = (1; xL; 1) with xL 2 (0; 1] : The total utility associated
with this strategy would be:

1 + xLpL
2

� F � 1 + xL
2

c�
�
1� p2Lx2L

2

�
� (�� 1)� 1� x

2
L

4
c� (�� 1)

which is negative by assumptions 1(i)-(iii). Finally, consider strategy � = (1; 0; xH) with

xH 2 (0; 1] ; the utility associated with this strategy would be:

1

2
� F � c

2
� xH

2

�
1� xH

2

�
� (�� 1)�

�
1� xH

2

� xH
2
c� (�� 1) :

Once more, this expression is negative by assumptions 1(i)-(iii). We conclude that there is no

preferred personal strategy given �U with e = 1:

Now suppose that R plans to follow strategy � = (e; xL; xH) with e 2 (0; 1) : Reasoning
as before, we can show that reference-point consistency implies xH = 1 whenever xL > 0:

Furthermore, R�s total utility if xL > 0 would be given by:

1 + xLpL
2

� F � c
�
1 + xL
2

�
� ��

�
e � (1 + xLpL)

2

��
1� pLxL

2

�
�
e
�
1� x2L

�
4

� (�� 1) c+

+

�
1� e � (1 + xLpL)

2

��
1 + pLxL

2

�
� � (1� e)

�
F +

�
1 + xL
2

�
c

�
��

This expression is decreasing in �; so it is lower or equal than:�
1 + xLpL

2
� F � c

�
1 + xL
2

��
(1 + � (1� e))

which is negative by assumptions 1(i) and 1(iii). Thus, a preferred personal strategy given

�U cannot prescribe a continuation strategy in which e 2 (0; 1) and xL > 0. Now consider
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strategies � in which e 2 (0; 1) and xL = 0: (e; 0; 0) is not the preferred personal strategy

given �U since total utility would be equal to �eF � � (�� 1) e (1� e)F < 0. Then we need
xH 2 (0; 1] : In this case, total utility would be equal to:

xH
2
� F � xHc

2
� ��e � xH

2

�
1� xH

2

�
+ �

�
1� e � xH

2

� xH
2
�

� �� (1� e)
��
1� xH

2

�
F +

xH
2
(F + c)

�
�
�
1� xH

2

��e � xH
2

�
c� (�� 1)

Once more, setting � = 1 and using assumptions 1(i)-(iii), we can conclude that this utility

is negative. Thus, there is no preferred personal strategy in which e 2 (0; 1) :
Therefore, the preferred personal strategy given �U prescribes �U (m) = (0; 0; �H (�)) after

any message m:

6.2 Proof of Proposition 5

Throughout this proof we assume that S follows communication strategy sT : Therefore, we

omit to specify the dependence of strategies and beliefs on it.

Consider �rst the case in which S sent messagem = L: Since � (L) = 0; xH (L) is irrelevant

in determining the reference point (and reference utility). Then we can follow the same steps

in the proof of Proposition 2 and conclude that the preferred personal strategy given sT is

such that �T (L) =
�
0; 0; �HL (�)

�
; where:

�LH (�) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if � > pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

x 2 [0; 1] if � = pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

1 if � < pH(1+�)
c� � 1

�

Now, suppose S sent message m = H: Since � (H) = 1; xL (H) is irrelevant in determining

R�s reference point (and reference utility). Suppose that R is following strategy � such that

� (H) = (1; xL (H) ; 1). In this case R�s reference utility would be given by:

~u1

�
~�M (�;H)

�
[w] =

8><>:
1 if w = �c� F

0 otherwise

;

~u2

�
~�M (�;H)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

pH if w = 1

1� pH if w = 0

0 otherwise

:
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Thus �
�
~�M
�
�; sT

�
j ~�M

�
�; sT

��
= pH � F � c � pH (1� pH) � (�� 1) : � is reference point

consistent at m = H only if the following two conditions are satis�ed:

pH � F � c� pH (1� pH) � (�� 1) � � (F + c)� ��pH ;

pH � F � c� pH (1� pH) � (�� 1) � �F + �c� ��pH :

By assumption 1(ii), one can easily verify that both inequalities are satis�ed. Furthermore

if R �nds out that the project has low probability of success, his utility from playing Stay

would be given by pL � F � c+ �pL (1� pH)� �� (1� pL) pH ; while his utility from playing

Liquidate would be given by �F +�c���pH : Comparing these two expressions, we conclude
that reference-point consistency requires xL (H) = �HL (�) and that

�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
after message

m = H is reference-point consistent at m = H given sT .

pH � pH (1� pH) � (�� 1) + ��pH � (1 + �) (F + c) :

Now suppose that the preferred personal strategy � prescribes any other continuation

strategy (e (H) ; xL (H) ; xH (H)) after message m = H: To simplify the notation we will

write (e; xL; xH) instead of (e (H) ; xL (H) ; xH (H)) :The reference point associated with this

strategy after message H; would be given by:

~u1

�
~�M (�;H)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>:

1� e if x = 0

e � (1� xH) if w = �F

e � xH if w = �F � c

0 otherwise

;

~u2

�
~�M (�;H)

�
[w] =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

e � xH � pH if w = 1

1� e � xH � pH if w = 0

0 otherwise

:

We can have several cases. Suppose e = 1 and xH 2 [0; 1) (if xH = 1; we already know

that the unique reference point consistent strategy would prescribe
�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
). � (�) will

be reference-point consistent at m = H given sT as long as:

pHxH�F�cxH�� (�� 1)xHpH (1� xHpH)�� (�� 1) (1� xH)xHc � �F+�cxH���xHpH
(11)
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and

pH � c+ ��xHp2H + �pH (1� xHpH)� �� (1� xH) c � �xHc (12)

Since (11) can be rewritten as:

xH
�
pH � c+ ��xHp2H + �pH (1� xHpH)� �� (1� xH) c� �xHc

�
� (1 + �)F;

we can use (12) to verify that (11) cannot be satis�ed.

Now suppose e = 0: This strategy is reference-point consistent if and only if (i) xL = 0;

(ii) 0 � pHx0H � F � x0Hc� ��
�
F + x0Hc

�
+ pHx

0
H� for every x

0
H 2 [0; 1] (13)

and (iii) xH = �HH (�) : The right hand side of inequality (13) is maximized at x
0
H = 0 if

� > pH(1+�)
c� � 1

� and at x
0
H = 1 if � <

pH(1+�)
c� � 1

� : Furthermore, if x
0
H = 0; inequality (13)

is always satis�ed, while if xH = 1; inequality 13 holds if and only if � � pH(1+�)
(F+c)� �

1
� : Since,

pH(1+�)
(F+c)� �

1
� <

pH(1+�)
c� � 1

� ; we conclude that if � �
pH(1+�)
(F+c)� �

1
� ; there is a reference-point

consistent strategy given sT prescribing
�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�
after message m = H (and this is the

unique reference-point consistent strategy that prescribes e = 0 after message m = H).

Finally suppose e 2 (0; 1) : If xH = 1; we can have a reference-point consistent strategy

only if:

� ��epH + �e (F + c) = pH � F � c+

+ � (1� epH) pH � ��epH (1� pH)� �� (1� e) (F + c)

or equivalently:

� =

�
F + c� pH � �pH + e�p2H + (F + c) e�

�
e�p2H � (F + c) (1� e) �

Let ~� (pH ; F; c; �; e) =
(F+c�pH��pH+e�p2H+(F+c)e�)

e�p2H�(F+c)(1�e)�
:Assumption 1(ii) implies that @

~�(pH ;F;c;�;e)
@e >

0 for any values of the parameters and ~� (pH ; F; c; �; 1) = 1 � (1 + �) pH�(F+c)�p2H
< 1; we con-

clude that this strategy cannot be reference-point consistent at m = H given sT . If instead

e 2 (0; 1) and xH < 1; reference point consistency requires:

� ��exHpH + �eF + �exHc = xHpH � F � xHc+ �xHpH (1� exHpH)

� �� (1� xHpH) exHpH � �� (1� e)F � ��xH (1� exH) c+ � (1� xH) exHc

and at the same time:

pH � c+ �pH (1� exHpH)� �� (1� pH) exHpH � �� (1� exH) c � ���exHpH + �exHc
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The second inequality can be rewritten as:

pH � c+ �pH (1� exHpH)� �� (1� exH) c � �exHc� ��exHp2H

Using this expression in the �rst equality and simplifying, we get:

�e � �1� �� (1� e)

which cannot hold. We conclude that there is no reference-point consistent strategy given sT

that prescribes e 2 (0; 1) after message m = H:

We can summarize the previous analysis as follows: if � < pH(1+�)
(F+c)� �

1
� ; the only reference-

point consistent strategy atm = H given sT is
�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
: If � � pH(1+�)

(F+c)� �
1
� , there are two

reference-point consistent strategies at m = H given sT :
�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
and

�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�
: No-

tice that the total utility associated with a strategy that prescribes
�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�
after message

m = H is 0; while the total utility associated with a strategy that prescribes
�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
after message m = H is pH � F � c � � (�� 1) pH (1� pH) : The latter total utility will be
higher than 0 if and only if:

� � 1 + pH � F � c
pH (1� pH) �

:

Therefore, after message m = H; the preferred personal strategy given sT prescribes�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
if � 2

�
1; �� (pH ; F; c; �)

�
and

�
0; 0; �HH (�)

�
if � > �� (pH ; F; c; �) : If � = �� (pH ; F; c; �) ;

either of these continuation strategies is compatible with the preferred personal strategy given

sT :

6.3 Proof of Corollary 1

Obviously � (pH ; pL; c; �) � � (pH ; F; c; �) if and only if:

1 +
(c� pL) (1 + �)

pHpL�
� max

�
1 +

pH � F � c
pH (1� pH) �

;
pH (1 + �)

(F + c) �
� 1

�

�
Notice that:

1 +
(c� pL) (1 + �)

pHpL�
� 1 + pH � F � c

pH (1� pH) �
()

c � pL (1 + � � pH� � F )
pL + (1 + �) (1� pH)

:= c1 (pL; pH ; F; �)
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Similarly:

1 +
(c� pL) (1 + �)

pHpL�
� pH (1 + �)

(F + c) �
� 1

�

()

c �
pL � F � pHpL +

q
(F + pL � pHpL)2 + 4p2HpL
2

:= c2 (pL; pH ; F; �)

Thus � (pH ; pL; c; �) � � (pH ; F; c; �) if and only if c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) ; where:

�c (pL; pH ; F; �) := max fc1 (pL; pH ; F; �) ; c2 (pL; pH ; F; �)g :

The second part of the corollary follows immediately from Proposition 5.

6.4 Proof of Proposition 6

Suppose c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) ; � 2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
and L < �G+pLW

1�pL : If R

thinks that S is following strategy sT ; his behavior is described by Proposition 5. If S knows

that the project has high probability of success, she can getG+pHW+(1� pH)L by telling the
truth or 0 by lying. Assumption 2 implies she will prefer to tell the truth. Now, suppose that

the probability of success is low. Then S can get 0 by telling the truth andG+pLW+(1� pL)L
by lying (this follows from the assumptions we made on � and on c and from the choice of a

tie-breaking rule in which R always play Stay whenever indi¤erent). Our assumption on L

implies that S will prefer to announce the truth. Thus a message-dependent and fully-revealing

equilibrium exists.

Now suppose that a fully-revealing and message-dependent equilibrium exists. If � >

� (pH ; F; c; �) ; proposition 5 implies that R�s preferred personal strategy given sT prescribes

to play Out after any message m contradicting the existence of a message-dependent equi-

librium. Thus, we need � � � (pH ; F; c; �) and, as a result, R�s preferred personal strategy

given sT prescribes continuation strategy
�
1; �HL (�) ; 1

�
after message m = H: If S knows that

the project has low probability of success, she will get payo¤ 0 by reporting the truth and�
G+ �HL (�) � (pLW + (1� pL)L)

�
by lying and overstating the project�s quality. Truthtelling

requires G + �HL (�) � (pLW + (1� pL)L) � 0 and this inequality can be satis�ed only if

� � � (pH ; pL; c; �) and L � �G+pLW
(1�pL) : Thus the existence of a message-dependent and fully-

revealing equilibrium requires � 2
�
� (pH ; pL; c; �) ; � (pH ; F; c; �)

�
and L � �G+pLW

(1�pL) : Corol-

lary 1 further implies that the condition on � can be satis�ed only if c < �c (pL; pH ; F; �) :

6.5 Proof of Proposition 8

Before proving the actual result, we prove an obvious property of the function � (�) :
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Lemma 1 Let � (�) be a function that satis�es properties P1-P4 and P5�. If px+(1� p) y < 0;
then p� (x) + (1� p)� (y) < 0:
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that y < 0: If x < 0, the result follows immediately
from P1 and P2. If x > 0; we can have two cases. If x < jyj ; the result follows from P3.

Thus, suppose x > jyj. px+ (1� p) y < 0 implies p+ p 1
�y (x+ y)� (1� p) < 0: By P5�:

p+ p
1

�y (x+ y)� (1� p) > p+ p
�0 (�y)
� (�y) (x+ y)� (1� p) > p

� (x)

� (�y) � (1� p)

Thus:

0 > p
� (x)

� (�y) � (1� p)

which implies

0 > p� (x)� (1� p)� (�y)

and by P3:

0 > p� (x) + (1� p)� (y)

We will now prove the statement of the proposition. Throughout the proof S�strategy is

given by sT ; we will omit to specify the dependence of strategies and beliefs on it.

Letm = L; then � (L) = 0: Let �� be a strategy whose continuation strategy after message

m = L is given by �� (L) = (0; xL (L) ; xH (L)) : If R were planning to follow this strategy, his

reference utility after message m = L would be given by 0 with probability 1 and his total

utility would also be equal to 0: Given this reference utility any strategy whose continuation

strategy after message m = L is given by (e (L) ; xL (L) ; xH (L)) would induce a total utility

equal to:

e (L)xL (L) pL � e (L)F � e (L)xL (L) c+ e (L) (1� xL (L))� (�F )+

+ e (L)xL (L) ((1� pL)� (�F � c) + pL� (1� F � c)) :

Using Lemma 1 and assumption 1, we can conclude that the previous expression is negative

for any value of e (L) : It is immediate to see that reference point consistency further requires

xH (L) = 1; while the actual level of xL (L) depends on the comparison:

pL � c+ pL� (1� F � c) + (1� pL)� (�F � c) Q � (�F )

We conclude that there exists a strategy �� that prescribes Out after message m = L and is

reference-point consistent at m = L given sT :

We will now show that this strategy is also the preferred personal strategy. Consider a

strategy prescribing (ê (L) ; x̂L (L) ; x̂H (L)) after message m = L: Suppose that ê (L) > 0: In
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this case reference point consistency requires the total utility from playing In to be at least

as big as the one from playing Out (if ê (L) < 1 the two total utilities must be equal). In

particular, if ê (L) > 0 and x̂L (L) = 1; the total utility would be equal to:

pL�c�F+pLê (L) (1� pL) (� (1) + � (�1))+(1� ê (L)) (pL� (1� F � c) + (1� pL)� (�F � c))

which is negative by assumption 1, Lemma 1 and P3. Thus a preferred personal strategy

cannot prescribe ê (L) > 0 and x̂L (L) = 1. Similarly, if ê (L) = 1 and x̂L (L) = 0; total utility

would be equal to �F which is lower than 0; thus the preferred personal strategy cannot

prescribe such a continuation strategy after message L: Finally suppose that ê (L) > 0 and

x̂L 2 (0; 1) : In this case reference point consistency would further require R to be indi¤erent
between playing Stay and Liquidate after �nding out that the probability of success is pL:

Combining this condition with the fact that R is playing In with positive probability, the

following inequality must hold:

(1� ê (L))� (�F ) + pLx̂L (L) ê (L) (� (�1 + c)� � (�1 + F + c))+

+ (1� pL) x̂L (L) ê (L) (� (c)� � (F + c)) � F + ê (L) (1� x̂L (L))� (F )

By P1 the left-hand side of the inequality is negative, while the right-hand side is positive. We

conclude that this strategy is not reference-point consistent. Thus preferred personal strategy

must prescribe to play Out after message m = L.

Now suppose that S announcesm = H: It is easy to verify that a strategy (e (�) ; xL (�) ; xH (�))
prescribing e (H) = 1 can be reference-point consistent only if xH (H) = 1: Furthermore, ref-

erence point consistency further requires:

xL (H) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

1 if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) > � (�1 + c)

v 2 [0; 1] if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) = � (�1 + c)

0 if pL � c+ (1� pL)� (�1) < � (�1 + c)

We conclude that there exists a reference-point consistent strategy atm = H in which e (H) =

1 and that the total continuation utility associated with this strategy after message m = H

is equal to 1� F � c > 0:
Now we will show that, after message m = H; the preferred personal strategy must pre-

scribe the continuation strategy we just characterized. Obviously, any strategy �̂ (�) prescrib-
ing ê (H) = 0 would lead to a total utility equal to 0 after message m = H and cannot be part

of the preferred personal strategy. Thus we only need to consider continuation strategies that

prescribe ê (H) 2 (0; 1) : Since 1�F � c > 0; reference point consistency requires x̂H (H) = 1:
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As a consequence, the total utility associated with this continuation strategy would be equal

to ê (H)� (�1 + F + c) < 0: We conclude that this cannot be the behavior prescribed by the
preferred personal strategy.
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